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Abstract

Testing Models of Cognition at Scale

by

David D. Bourgin

Doctor of Philosophy in Psychology

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Thomas L. Griffiths, Chair

The explosion of data generated during people’s interactions online presents an opportunity for
cognitive scientists to evaluate their models on real-world tasks outside the constraints of the psy-
chology laboratory. In addition, new internet-based experimental paradigms and crowd-sourcing
tools have reduced the challenge of data collection, offering researchers the opportunity to apply
powerful new data-driven modeling techniques in domains which were previously limited to hand-
tuned theoretic models. In this thesis I illustrate the opportunity internet-scale data offer cognitive
scientists using three in-depth case-studies. Each study focuses on a different fundamental question
in cognitive science – search in associative memory, generalization, and risky-choice behavior, respec-
tively – and demonstrates how larger datasets and new online experimental methods make analyses
which would otherwise prove difficult or impossible using traditional in-lab techniques feasible.
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The great advances in science usually result from new
tools rather than from new doctrines. ... Every time we
introduce a new tool, it always leads to new and unex-
pected discoveries, because Nature’s imagination is richer
than ours.

Freeman Dyson

1
Introduction

Experimental psychology is a discipline known for making more with less: because behavioral
data is expensive, researchers have made do with modest datasets by employing constrained, high-
bias modeling techniques. Because experimental tasks are constrained by the practical demands of
realizing them at a university, researchers have created classes of highly-controlled, reusable, easily
realized experimental protocol for many common psychological tasks. Because modeling psycho-
logical processes is in many cases underconstrained by observable data alone (Anderson, 1990; Marr,
1987), researchers have come up with distinctions between psychological processes and the representa-
tions of the mental structures they operate over. Because high noise ceilings and constrained datasets
limit the extent to which researchers can construct strong predictive models, researchers have fo-
cused on building rich explanatory theories and models. As a discipline, psychologists have become
experts in navigating such constraints.

However, limitations are changing. The explosion of behavioral data generated online presents
an opportunity for cognitive scientists to evaluate their models outside the confines of the labora-
tory; new internet-based experimental paradigms reduce the challenge of data collection, permitting
researchers to employ new, more sophisticated experimental methods; larger datasets give researchers
the opportunity to apply powerful new data-driven modeling techniques to problems that were pre-
viously limited to hand-tuned theoretic models. In this thesis, I illustrate the opportunity internet-
scale data and networking tools offer psychologists through three in-depth case-studies. Each study
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focuses on a different fundamental question in cognitive psychology – memory search, generaliza-
tion, and decision making, respectively – and demonstrates how larger datasets and new online tools
make analyses which would otherwise prove difficult or impossible using traditional in-lab tech-
niques feasible.

In the first case study (Chapter 2) I detail a project which employs a novel crowd-sourcing algo-
rithm to evaluate modeling assumptions within a novel computational formulation of the blind-
variation and selective retention (Campbell, 1960; Simonton, 2011a) theory of creativity. The project
focuses on modeling the dynamics of creative search, and illustrates how modern crowd-sourcing
tools enable researchers to deploy complex, iterative

The second case study (Chapter 3) deals with the opportunity behavioral data from human in-
teractions online offers psychologists interested in developing and evaluating their models on real
world tasks. As an example of how such a pipeline might proceed, I apply several well-known mod-
els of human generalization to two online book and music recommendation datasets, evaluating
the models both in the quality of their fit to human recommendations and in their ability to pro-
duce satisfying output as judged by domain experts. I also compare the performance of these models
to common engineering approaches from machine learning, and argue for the utility that online
datasets

In the final case study (Chapter 4) I describe a project that demonstrates how internet-scale data
allows researchers to employ entirely new classes of modeling approaches in ways that were previ-
ously off-limits using traditional analysis pipelines in psychology. The project focuses on building a
predictive model of human choice behavior using a low-bias, data-hungry model without any addi-
tional psychological theory. I introduce the “theory-data tradeoff,” a corollary of the traditional bias-
variance tradeoff in machine learning Geman et al. (1992), and illustrate how, as the size of datasets
expand, the necessity of hand-tuned, theoretically-motivated features drops.

In the sections below, I provide a brief overview of each study.

Decoupling process and representation

Creative search is a fundamental component of most real-world problem solving. However, there
exist few empirical efforts to test the proposals from the theoretical literature. Additionally, there
is a dearth of computational-level theory surrounding creative problem solving. One exception is,
arguably, the BVSR theory of creative search (Campbell, 1960; Simonton, 2011a). This proposes that
creative problem solving is a pseudo-evolutionary iterative process in which ideational variants are
first generated using a semi-directed generative mechanism and subsequently culled according to
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some retention mechanism. This process bears resemblance to Markov chain Monte Carlo methods,
which construct stochastic processes which, in the limit, converge to a desired probability distribu-
tion. A particularly relevant approach is the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm (Metropolis et al., 1953;
Hastings, 1970), which uses a “proposal” mechanism in conjunction with an “acceptance” rule to
select the transitions in a Markov chain. These mechanisms have a natural interpretation in terms of
the BVSR model, offering the potential to connect the vast literatures on creative search and proba-
bilistic models of cognition.

One challenge associated with this approach, however, is that we lack any coherent theory of the
cognitive process(es) that human participants employ during creative search. Moreover, creative
problem solving data is often very noisy, necessitating the use of large collections of human data in
order to reliably evaluate any particular proposal. To address these issues, we∗ employed a novel web-
based iterative paradigm which allowed us to use actual human judgments as components of the
Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. This technique allowed us to collect a large amount of human data
quickly and efficiently in a paradigm that would have taken weeks or months to run in-lab. We were
then able to compare the response trajectories produced by human participants in this approach
to the responses produced in a similar procedure which automatically accepted all responses. This
permitted us to investigate the contribution of the “selective-retention” component of the BVSR
on search trajectories in associative memory. Using this approach and a dataset of intermediate re-
sponses generated from participants working on a verbal creativity metric known as the Remote
Associates Test (Mednick, 1962), we demonstrate that even models without a strong selection mecha-
nism are capable of reproducing many of the hallmarks of human trajectories during creative search,
suggesting that, at least for creative problems of this sort, relatively unconstrained generative pro-
cesses play the greatest role in human solution generation. This result is supported by recent work
on free-association and memory, which indicate that random walk models of search are capable of
capturing the essential components of human responses.

Moving beyond the laboratory

Though rarely emphasized, many of the tasks people routinely engage in online rely on the same
basic psychological building blocks that cognitive scientists have studied for decades. As a researcher,
these interactions constitute a valuable new source of data for evaluating cognitive models, provid-
ing information on spontaneous human interactions elicited using naturalistic stimuli at a scale

∗This work, as well as the work in the chapters that follow, reflects the effort of both myself as well
as a number of collaborators. I use the pronoun “we," rather than I to reflect this contribution.
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rarely seen in traditional in-lab experiments. To date, however, these data remain the domain of
machine learners and computer scientists, often resulting in models of human behavior that make
no explicit reference to mental states at all. This state of affairs presents an enormous opportunity
for researchers to both evaluate their models “in the wild” as well as to improve existing machine
learning approaches by integrating insights from the study of human cognition. To illustrate this
point we evaluate several well-known cognitive models on two online recommendation datasets,
demonstrating that these models can be efficiently implemented as scale, offer a lens through which
to organize existing machine learning approaches, and capture aspects of human behavior which
current machine learning methods miss.

The specifics of this project are as follows: we fit two modern collaborative filtering models (an
item-based neighborhood model and a NMF-based latent factor model), a human generalization
model from the probabilistic cognitive modeling literature (the Bayesian model of generalization),
and a classic human categorization model (the prototype model of categorization) on two different
reading- and music-list datasets taken from the internet. Each dataset spanned a period of several
years, had more than 100,000 unique observations, was free to use, and reflected users’ unsolicited
judgments. Across two web experiments we demonstrate that both human models from cognitive
science can be efficiently implemented at scale and that one of them – the probabilistic model of
generalization – can capture trends in human recommendation judgments which neither machine
learning model is capable of replicating. I use these results to illustrate the opportunity internet-
scale datasets offer cognitive scientists, as well as to underscore the importance of using insights from
cognitive modeling to supplement the standard predictive-analytic approach taken by many existing
machine learning approaches.

Predicting behavior without theory

Historically, theory development in the behavioral sciences has been limited by the ability to col-
lect sufficient human data. More recently, internet-scale datasets and crowd-sourcing tools have
reduced this challenge, allowing researchers to apply powerful new data-driven modeling techniques
in domains which were previously limited to hand-tuned theoretic models. One promise of this
transition has been that researchers will be able to learn strong predictive models of human behavior
without having to rely on domain-specific knowledge or expertise. However, this general conclu-
sion from the statistics literature has yet to be investigated empirically in the behavioral sciences.
Moreover, if such a result holds, it remains to be seen exactly how much data is necessary to learn a
competitive predictive model without theoretically-motivated psychological features. To better un-
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derstand this question we investigated the role of dataset size in learning to predict trends in human
decision making, an area where recent work has emphasized the necessity of hand-tuned psychologi-
cal features.

Using a psychological model of choice prediction in conjunction with a dataset of human risky-
choice judgments from the 2015 Choice Prediction Competition dataset (Erev et al., 2017), we show
that we are able to achieve state-of-the-art predictive accuracy on human test data without the use of
psychological features. This result, however, was only achieved after artificially expanding the origi-
nal human choice dataset by almost two full orders of magnitude, suggesting that in the absence of
truly massive behavioral datasets, psychological theory is necessary for providing sufficient bias in
models that would otherwise be prone to overfit. Moreover, we show that by looking at the repre-
sentations learned by our predictive, we can find significant correspondence between psychological
and learned features. This analysis, however, again relied on existing psychological features to make
the learned model interpretable, illustrating the importance of theory for creating interpretable
models of human behavior.

Overview of the thesis

In Chapter 2 (“Testing modeling assumptions via crowd-sourcing”) I detail my first case study: an
analysis of creative search which demonstrates how a novel application of modern crowd-sourcing
tools can help cognitive scientists to disentangle process and representation within their in cognitive
models. Next, in Chapter 3 (“Cognitive modeling in the wild”), I present a study of how psycholo-
gists can use naturalistic data from people’s interactions online to evaluate cognitive models devel-
oped in the laboratory. Finally, in Chapter 4 (“A theory-data tradeoff”) I describe an experiment
focused on the relationship between the the amount of behavioral data available to researchers and
the amount of hand-tuned model structure necessary to achieve good predictions. This study serves
to demonstrate the new classes of predictive modeling techniques that are becoming available to psy-
chologists as the influx of online data begins to expand dataset sizes. I close by discussing a few of the
implications these new data collection tools and datasets have for the field.
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2
Testing modeling assumptions via

crowd-sourcing

The French mathematician Émile Borel is famous for observing that a monkey typing ran-
domly at a typewriter would, given an infinite amount of time, almost surely produce the collected
works of Shakespeare (Borel, 1913). Such a notion is memorable in part because of the incongruity
between the cause and effect: the connection between a memoryless, random process and the pro-
found artifice of Shakespeare seems tenuous at best. In a different light, however, this statement
captures what many may recognize as a common aspect of creative discovery: chance. From the for-
tuitous accident that lead Alexander Fleming to discover the antibiotic properties of penicillin to the
cryptic ourbourous dream that led Kekulé to the structure of the benzene molecule, we are struck by
the central role chance events appear to play in catalyzing many well known creative breakthroughs
(Austin, 2003). This, of course, is not the whole story, however. It would be foolish to deny the role
of the inventor in this process – after all, many of the events cited as the kernel of a creative break-
through appear wholly unremarkable to most everyone but the inventor themselves. Instead, it
would appear that creativity is borne out of the identification and subsequent refinement of these
sparks of insight into a fully-formed creative artifact.

The idea that creativity is fundamentally an interaction between a random process that generates
ideas and a critical process that evaluates them has enjoyed significant attention in the psychological
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literature. Its origins are intertwined with the origins of psychology, with William James making
the suggestion that a process similar to “zoölogical evolution” might explain how we form new ideas
(James, 1880). This suggestion was developed further by Donald Campbell, who argued that cre-
ativity could be understood as the result of “blind variation and selective retention” (BVSR; Camp-
bell, 1960). Over half a century later this idea continues to inspire lively debate (c. f., Gabora, 2007;
Perkins, 1994; Gabora, 2011; Simonton, 2011b).

Despite the long history of these ideas, they have yet to be precisely formalized and quantitatively
evaluated against human behavior. In this chapter we aim to fill this gap. One of the challenges of
developing and testing formal models of creativity is that laboratory tasks that evaluate creativity
tend to be open-ended and draw on general knowledge about the world, meaning that potential
models would need to be flexible and complex. To address this challenge, we focus on a standard
creativity task in which the stimuli and responses are individual words: the Remote Associates Test
(RAT; Mednick, 1962). On each RAT trial participants are shown a set of three cue words (e.g.,
“surprise,” “line,” “birthday”) and instructed to generate a fourth word to relate them all (in this
case, “party”). This provides a constrained setting in which to quantitatively evaluate formal models
of creativity.

To a computer scientist, the description of blind variation and selective retention immediately
brings to mind the idea of stochastic search (a connection that has been made before, e. g., Martin-
dale, 1995; Gabora, 2000). A stochastic search algorithm uses a random process to generate varia-
tions on its current state and an objective function to evaluate whether the proposed variations are
better than the current state. We evaluate a specific stochastic search algorithm – the Metropolis-
Hastings algorithm (Metropolis et al., 1953; Hastings, 1970) – as a candidate for capturing human
behavior in the RAT, permitting us to evaluate the role and relative influence of the blind variation
and selective retention components in the creative process. We compare this model against two al-
ternatives, one which performs a random walk (removing the selective retention component of the
model) and one which executes a deterministic search (removing the blind variation component of
the model). We find that the Metropolis-Hastings and random walk models show a similar fit to
human response patterns, providing support for the notion that blind variation may exact a greater
influence on the responses produced during creative search relative to details of the selective reten-
tion mechanisms (Simonton, 2011a). Finally, and most relevant to the current chapter, we detail a
novel web experiment designed to evaluate modeling assumptions made in the earlier simulations.
This experiment utilizes a crowd-sourcing platform to replace components of our search algorithms
with actual human judgments, allowing us a finer-grained analysis of model assumptions than is
typical in many traditional modeling scenarios.
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The plan for the rest of the chapter is as follows. I begin with a more detailed discussion of the
idea of blind variation and selective retention, then discuss the Remote Associates Test and its rela-
tion to constrained search in creative cognition. I go on to review research on models of search in
semantic memory and their relationship to generating responses on the Remote Associates Test. I
then introduce our formal models, and apply them to several existing experiments using the RAT.
This approach makes an interesting prediction – that we should be able to model RAT perfor-
mance by asking people to generate chains of free association – which we test through a novel crowd-
sourced web experiment. I end with a discussion of the implications of these results for understand-
ing human creativity.

2.1 Blind Variation and Selective Retention

The blind variation and selective retention (BVSR) theory of creativity is one of the most enduring
theories in the psychological literature. Originally proposed by Campbell (1960), the theory posits
that creative problem solving can be understood as a two-stage process in which ideational variants
are first generated at random (“blind variation”) and then culled according to their utility (“selec-
tive retention”).∗ Given the improbability of a single cognitive mechanism being responsible for
generating all variants during the blind variation phase, Campbell chose to remain agnostic about
the mechanisms by which variation was produced and described only the necessary criteria for their
successful operation.

In describing the selection and retention phase of BVSR, Campbell only required that the crite-
ria for selection remain consistent. More recently this has been described in terms of an idealized
utility function which takes ideational variants as input and returns ratings of their subjective value
(Simonton, 2011a). During selection, those variants with higher utility scores are retained while those
deemed to be less useful are discarded. Although this definition still leaves much room for interpre-
tation, the move towards a more formal description of the mechanisms involved provides a starting
point for a computational formulation of the BVSR theory.

∗The term “blindness” in this description has led to several different interpretations in the creativity
literature (see Simonton (2011b) for a review). Campbell (1960) stated that a variation may be consid-
ered “blind” if its generation is both (a) “independent of the environmental conditions of the occasion
of their occurrence” and (b) “uncorrelated with the solution, in that specific correct trials are no more
likely to occur at any one point in a series of trials than another.” From this description it is evident that
blindness in the BV step need not imply uniformly random nor independent processing of variants. In
the current analysis we interpret “blindness” to simply indicate that the process by which variants are
produced lacks any foreknowledge of the final result.
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Drawing a parallel with the theory of evolution via natural selection, Campbell noted that the
BVSR theory provided a much needed step towards a computational explanation for the creative
process that avoided the common pitfalls of introducing teleology or post-hoc explanation. It is
true, however, that without further specifying the details of the variation and selection processes
it becomes difficult to provide a meaningful evaluation of the theory. While this stumbling block
contributed to the slow development of these ideas during the 1970’s and 80’s, BVSR has recently
become an active area of research again following theoretical work by Martindale (1995), Staw (1990),
Simonton (2009, 2011b) and others.

To a computer scientist, the BVSR theory has a natural analogue in the idea of stochastic search.
A stochastic search algorithm explores a space of possible solutions to a problem by randomly gen-
erating proposed moves through the space that are evaluated according to an objective function –
precisely a process of blind variation and selective retention. Stochastic search algorithms include
methods such as simulated annealing (Kirkpatrick, 1984) and Markov chain Monte Carlo (Gilks
et al., 1995), and the connection between these algorithms and BVSR has been noted in the past
(Martindale, 1995; Gabora, 2000). However, this previous work has not resulted in a comprehensive
quantitative evaluation of stochastic search against alternative models. We turn to this problem in
the remainder of the chapter, first describing the task we will use in our evaluation.

2.2 The Remote Associates Test

To quantitatively evaluate stochastic search as an account of creativity we use a classic task from the
creativity literature, the Remote Associates Test (Mednick, 1962). The Remote Associates Test is a
well-studied search task in which participants are asked to generate single word solutions in response
to a collection of cues – in the example given above, the cue words are “surprise,” “line,” “birthday”
and the response that links all three is “party”. RAT trials are designed such that each of three cues
specifies a unique best solution. Additionally, each RAT cue is selected such that it emphasizes a dif-
ferent aspect of the target solution (“party line” relies on a different meaning of “party” than “birth-
day party”). This in turn means that there is no principled way to trade off associations between
each of the three cues, making the RAT an instance of a search task with multiple incommensurable
constraints. Tasks of this nature are hypothesized to play an integral role in creative thought (Camp-
bell, 1960; Mednick, 1962; Costello & Keane, 2000; Simonton, 2011a).

Although originally introduced to test for individual differences in creative ability (Mednick,
1962), early work established that performance on the RAT correlated with IQ (Mednick & An-
drews, 1967) and originality during brainstorming (Forbach & Evans, 1981). More recently the RAT
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has been used to measure the effects of manipulations related to creative ability, including intuition
and incubation (Bowers et al., 1990; Vul & Pashler, 2007), attentional focus (Ansburg & Hill, 2003),
the role of affect during problem solving (Fodor, 1999; Isen et al., 1987), implicit learning during
REM sleep (Cai et al., 2009), and the relation between synesthesia and creativity (Ward et al., 2010).

Human response patterns on the RAT exhibit several notable characteristics. Gupta et al. (2012)
found that people reporting low-frequency guesses within the first 30s of cue presentation displayed
higher RAT problem accuracies overall. Harkins (2006) found that RAT problems with answers
that could be easily guessed when people were prompted by just one of the three cue words were
easier to solve, suggesting that not all cues in a RAT problem are weighted equally by all problem
solvers. More recently, Smith et al. (2013) found that subjects’ intermediate responses on the RAT
tended to bunch around individual problem cues in a Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) (Landauer &
Dumais, 1997) space, suggesting that the RAT problem solvers were primarily using single cues to
constrain their search rather than a combination of cues. The researchers also provided evidence for
direct dependencies between intermediate responses during problem solving, consistent with a local
search strategy in which each response is selected from the semantic “neighborhood” of the previ-
ously considered response. Responses appeared to be selected randomly from these neighborhoods,
however, as the researchers found little evidence to suggest that subsequent responses become more
similar to the correct answer over time. Most recently, Davelaar (2015), using a paradigm similar to
that employed by Smith et al. (2013), found that the probability of producing a word in response to
a collection of three RAT cues is greater than the sum of the probabilities of producing the word
in response to the three cues individually, raising the possibility of a super-additive combination of
cues during search.

The RAT provides an excellent setting in which to evaluate models of creativity: cues and re-
sponses are single words, and the semantic relationships between those words can be captured using
databases such as word association norms (Nelson et al., 2004). The task is also closely related to
other forms of memory search, for which several formal models already exist. This previous work is
reviewed in the next section.

2.3 Modeling search in semantic memory

Search in semantic memory is an essential component of creative problem solving. In psychology
there exists an extensive literature on the dynamics of memory search across a range of problem and
task domains. Although a detailed treatment of this work is beyond the scope of the current analysis,
we provide a general overview of the classes of models that have been proposed.
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Spreading activation models of search (Collins & Loftus, 1975) represent the organization of
concepts in associative memory using a semantic network. Search is modeled using a decaying ac-
tivation function originating at primed cues in a semantic network and moving outward along
outgoing links to activate concepts in the semantic neighborhood of the cues. In search problems
with multiple constraints, this approach assumes that solutions will receive greater activation than
non-solutions because they are related to multiple cues (Bolte & Kuhl, 2003). Spreading activation
models, however, do not specify whether or how cues should be weighted (a relevant concern given
Smith et al. (2013) finding that some cues tend to be used more than others when generating re-
sponses on a RAT problem), the quantitative definition of “close associate,” or a decision procedure
for choosing from nodes with equal levels of activation in the network (Smith et al., 2013).

Stage models (e. g., Gruenewald & Lockhead, 1980; Raaijmakers & Shiffrin, 1981) in which a
problem solver first selects a category (e.g., “animals”) and then enumerates its contents (e.g., “cat”,
“dog”, “cow”, etc.) have also been proposed for free recall and singly-constrained search tasks, al-
though it is unclear how these accounts might be expanded to account for multiply-constrained
search. Memory search is explicitly modeled as a two-stage process in which search and evaluation
are functionally distinct cognitive activities. This attitude has been motivated by evidence for the
temporal “clustering” of semantically similar responses during verbal fluency experiments (Troyer
et al., 1997). However, recent evidence suggests that response clustering may in fact be an artifact of
the sequential dependencies between adjacent responses rather than evidence of a two-stage process
(Smith & Vul, 2015; Smith et al., 2013).

The clustering observed in responses in verbal fluency tasks has also been explained in terms of
“optimal foraging” in semantic memory (Hills et al., 2012, 2015). Under this approach, switching
between clusters is accounted for via an evolutionarily conserved algorithm based on the Marginal
Value Theorem (Charnov, 1976). The idea is that people switch between clusters when the value of
remaining in a cluster – that is, the probability of retrieving a new item from that cluster – equals
the overall probability of retrieving an item from any other cluster. Like stage models, this algorithm
moves dynamically between local and global search efforts to optimize recall frequencies during
semantic fluency and singly-constrained search tasks.

Recent work, however, indicates that the switching behavior that stage and foraging models have
been used to explain can be equally well produced by a purely local search strategy. Abbott et al.
(2015) reported that a random walk run on a semantic network was capable of reproducing data
previously used to support a two-stage model of semantic search (Hills et al., 2012). This kind of
random walk is similar to a model that Griffiths et al. (2007) previously showed could predict peo-
ple’s behavior in a simple fluency task. Such random walks are the basis for the models of multiply-
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constrained search that we introduce in the next section.

2.4 Stochastic search and Markov chain Monte Carlo

Producing responses on a search task like the RAT requires a strategy for efficiently traversing the
space of potential solutions. In computer science, a variety of algorithms exist for solving search
problems. One of the most famous classes of stochastic search algorithms are Markov chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) algorithms, which is used to randomly yet systematically explore spaces that would
otherwise prove computationally intractable to traverse fully (Brooks, 1998). This class of algorithms
include methods such as simulated annealing (Kirkpatrick, 1984) which are widely used to solve
optimization problems.

In cognitive science models based on MCMC algorithms have been employed to model phenom-
ena as diverse as theory change (Ullman et al., 2012), perceptual multistability (Gershman et al.,
2012), and conceptual fluidity (Gabora, 2000), making them a popular tool within statistical and
computational cognitive modeling. MCMC methods have also been proposed within the creativity
literature to model search behavior in memory (e. g., Martindale, 1995; Paulus et al., 2010), although
to date there exists little empirical evidence on which to evaluate these proposals.

While there are many different MCMC algorithms, the structure of the BVSR theory suggests
a particular algorithm within this class may be relevant to understanding human creativity. The
Metropolis-Hastings algorithm (introduced in Metropolis et al. (1953) and refined in Hastings
(1970)) is one of the most popular MCMC algorithms, and divides the process of stochastic search
into two steps in a way that is analogous to BVSR. Like other MCMC algorithms, it proceeds
through a sequence of states, each of which correspond to a possible solution to the problem. How-
ever, it does this by first proposing a new state based on the current state in a way that is blind to the
value of the proposed states, and then making a decision about whether to accept a proposed state in
a way that considers the quality of the resulting solutions.†

Given the success of simple probabilistic search techniques in capturing human response pat-
terns in semantic fluency tasks, the random walk model is a natural candidate for capturing human
behavior on a multiply-constrained creative search task. Such a model, does not, however, explic-
itly evaluate the contribution of a selective retention mechanism on the responses generated during
creative search. In the remainder of the chapter we introduce an MCMC model which explicitly
decomposes search into blind variation and selective retention components, and evaluate it against

†The simulated annealing algorithm makes a small tweak to the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm,
becoming less likely to accept lower quality states over time.
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equivalent blind variation and selective retention only models on human responses collected on the
Remote Associates Test.
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Figure 2.1: Thedynamicsofsearchonasemanticnetwork.a.Samplesearchtrajectorythroughasemanticnetwork.Solid
nodesandedgescorrespondtointermediateresponsesvisitedduringthesearch,whiledottededgesrepresentcandidate
transitionswhichwerenottaken.b.Thelong-termdynamicsofsearchwithinanetwork.Thehistogramatthebottom
representsthefrequencywithwhichthesearchervisitsaparticularnodeoverthecourseofitssearch.Thesolidnodes
andedgesaboverepresentthesearcher’strajectorythroughthenetwork.Asin(a),dashednodesandedgesrepresent
candidatetransitionswhichwereultimatelyrejected.Thefrequencieswithwhichthesearchervisitseachnodecanbe
summarizedusingaprobabilitydistributionoverthenodesinthenetwork(thesmoothedcurve).Differenttransition
strategiesproducedifferentdistributionsoverthenodes.

2.4.1 Model Template

The basic idea behind the class of models we consider is to define a stochastic process that operates
over a semantic network, where the nodes in the network correspond to words or concepts (Fig-
ure 2.1). When presented with a RAT problem, an initial state X0 is sampled from the set of cues c.
Then, at each step the next state Xn+1 is sampled from a probability distribution that depends only
on the current state Xn.

The semantic network we ran the model on was a directed graph constructed from free response
data generated from a word association task (Nelson et al., 2004). The task asked participants to
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list the words that came to mind when presented with a particular one-word probe. Each response
that occurred more than once during this task was subsequently used as a probe in another iteration.
After repeating this task across a large number of participants, a 5,018 node network was constructed
containing concepts ranging from “a” to “zucchini”.‡

A method for mapping the steps in the random walk to human reaction times was necessary
to make an appropriate comparison to the inter-item retrieval times (IRT) collected for human re-
sponses on the RAT. Using the method introduced by (Abbott et al., 2015) we denote τ(k) as the
step in the random walk at which the kth response was first visited. The IRT between response k and
response k− 1 on a problem was calculated using the formula

IRT(k) = τ(k)−τ(k− 1). (2.1)

IRT values reflected the immediate search history of a particular state so that even if k were sampled
as a response for multiple problems, IRT(k)would differ depending on the path the model took to
reach it on its walk.

2.4.2 The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm

With a framework in place we can now define specific models. Our implementation of the Metropolis-
Hastings algorithm is as follows (see also Figure 2.2). At each state x in the walk a proposed tran-
sition node x′ is selected from a probability distribution (the proposal distribution, Q[x → x′])
over the nodes incident to x in the semantic network. This proposal step only looks at the seman-
tic neighborhood of each node without using any information about the cues, and corresponds to
the “blind variation” step of BVSR.

The search makes the transition to x′ from x with an acceptance probability

A[x → x′] = min
(
1,

d(x′)Q[x′ → x]
d(x)Q[x → x′]

)
, (2.2)

where d(x) is a utility function specifying the quality of the solution x. If a transition is not ac-
cepted, the algorithm retains x as the next state of the Markov chain, and resamples a new x′ from
the proposal distribution and repeats until a transition is accepted. Following this procedure, over
time the algorithm will converge to a distribution where the probability of visiting a state x is pro-

‡Because the LSA space from Smith et al. (2013) and the semantic network used in our model were
constructed from different corpora, our analyses are more likely to reflect general semantic properties
rather than artifacts of a particular semantic space.
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Figure 2.2: OverviewoftheMetropolis-HastingsimplementationoftheBVSRtheory.Thismodelproceedsbystartingat
anode,x,inthenetwork.Itthensamplesatransitionnode,x′,fromaproposaldistributionoverthecollectionofnodesin-
cidenttox inthenetwork.Theproposednode,x′,isthensubjectedtoanacceptanceprocedurewhichdetermineswhether
ornotthesearcherwillactuallymakethetransitiontox′.Intheeventthatthenodeisrejected,thesearchstaysatxanda
newx′ issampledfromtheproposaldistributionuntileventuallytheproposalisaccepted.Oncethishappens,thesearch
transitionstox′ andtheprocessisrepeated.TheproposalandacceptanceproceduresintheMetropolis-Hastingsmodel
haveadirectcorrespondencetotheblindvariationandselectiveretentioncomponentsofcreativesearch,respectively.

portional to d(x). The influence of the cues on the solutions found comes through the acceptance
probability, which retains better solutions with higher probability – a “selective retention” mecha-
nism.

The proposal distribution, Q[x → x′], is a multinomial over the PageRank scores associated with
the neighbors of x in the semantic network. The utility function d(x)we used was the inverse of
the average geodesic distance in the network between x and the three cues in c.§ Inserting these
assumptions into the above equation, the acceptance probability becomes

A[x → x′] = min
(
1,

n(x)d(x′)
n(x′)d(x)

)
(2.3)

with
d(x) = |c|×

(
∑ geo(c,x)

)−1 (2.4)

where geo(c,x) is a triple containing the geodesic distances between node x and the problem cues in
c, and n(x) is the number of nodes incident to x in the network.

§This function was selected on the basis of model fit to the human accuracies on the RAT items in
the experiments below.
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We augmented this model with an additional parameter, ρ, determining the probability that the
search will return to one of the problem cues during a transition. This captures the notion that
response generation may temporarily disrupt the direction of search in memory, “resetting” the walk
back to one of the original problem cues. In the current study we used a deterministic strategy for
selecting the reset cue, defining it as the cue with the smallest geodesic distance to the current state of
the chain.

2.4.3 Alternative search models

In the results below we compare the MCMC model against to two additional models of search: (1)
an undirected random walk model that uses the same proposal distribution but does not go through
the additional step of computing acceptance probabilities and (2) a deterministic greedy search
model which always transitioned to the neighboring node that minimized the average geodesic dis-
tance between it and the three problem cues.¶ These models are of interest because of their relation
to previous models of search in semantic memory: the undirected search model represents a näive
instance of the BVSR model in which blindness is interpreted in its strong sense as a random search
within associative memory. Comparing against such a model allows us to evaluate the contribution
of the acceptance / selective retention mechanism in the MCMC search model. In contrast, a deter-
ministic, greedy search model implements selective retention without blind variation, permitting us
to identify the contribution of the blind variation component of the MCMC search model during
creative search.

2.5 Model evaluation

In this section we describe two simulations and an experiment designed to evaluate the plausibility
of a Markov chain Monte Carlo model of exploratory search in memory. In our first simulation we
compare the solution accuracy of the MCMC model against humans on RAT items from previously
published research studies and assess it against two competing models from the creativity literature.
In our second simulation we evaluate the search trajectories for each of these three models against
the intermediate response data reported for the RAT items in the Smith et al. dataset. Finally, we

¶Because of its deterministic objective function the greedy model was prone to cycling behavior,
i.e., transitioning between a small subset of nodes in the network with no hope of breaking this pattern.
To provide a more realistic comparison, we implemented a procedure which reset the search back to
one of the three problem cues if the model entered into a cycle.
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present a new experiment designed to relax an assumption of the model by allowing human subjects
to steer the search algorithm using their own free-associations.

2.5.1 Simulation 1: Evaluating model accuracy

In our first simulation we tested whether the performance of the above models correlated with hu-
man solution rates on RAT items from Smith et al. (2013), Gupta et al. (2012), and Bowden & Jung-
Beeman (2003) datasets.

Data and preprocessing

Smith et al. (2013) used a collection of 25 RAT items collected from Bowden & Jung-Beeman (2003),
Bowers et al. (1990), and Mednick (1962) with the stipulation that all cues and answers be unique.
Participants (n = 56) were given two minutes to solve each question during which they were in-
structed to record every word that came to mind regardless of whether they believed that word was
the correct answer. Gupta et al. (2012) reported solution rates for human participants (n = 132) on
a collection of RAT items sourced from Bowden & Jung-Beeman (2003), Bowers et al. (1990), and
Mednick (1962). Of these 48 items, 4 were duplicates of items in the Smith et al. (2013) materials and
were excluded from the current analysis. Additional RAT questions were taken from Bowden &
Jung-Beeman (2003), who reported solution norms for n = 39 participants on an additional 76 RAT
questions (excluding duplicates from the Smith et al. and Gupta et al. datasets). In all, the final
dataset consisted of 145 unique RAT questions. Solution frequencies for all problems are reported
in Appendix A.

We collected human responses to the 145 RAT in the combined dataset questions using the Ama-
zon Mechanical Turk platform. We ran an average of 12 participants per question, with solution
rates ranging between 8% and 100%. The subject accuracies for each problem are reported in Ap-
pendix A.

Procedure

We ran 100 simulations of the MCMC, greedy, and random walk search models on the unique RAT
items from the Smith et al. (2013), Bowden & Jung-Beeman (2003), and Gupta et al. (2012) datasets.
Each simulation was run for a maximum of 1000 transitions per problem. Parameter settings for
each model were selected independently using a search over a 10× 10 grid of equally spaced pa-
rameter values (λ range: [0.5,6.5], ρ range: [0, 1]). Model parameters were selected to maximize the
Pearson product-moment correlation between model and human solution accuracies for either the
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Table 2.1: Pearson’srforthecorrelationbetweenmodelandhumanaccuraciesreportedintheoriginalSmith,Guptaetal.,
andBowden&Jung-Beemandatasets.

Problem Source MCMC Model Undirected Model Greedy Search Model

Smith et al. (2013) 0.623∗ 0.545∗ 0.512∗
Gupta et al. (2012) 0.397∗ 0.350∗ 0.382∗

Bowden & Jung-Beeman (2003) 0.346∗∗ 0.420∗∗ 0.311∗∗

** Significant at p < 0.001
* Significant at p < 0.05

source or online responses, respectively. For evaluation on the source accuracies, the final settings
for the MCMC model were a response threshold of λ = 6.5 and reset probability ρ = 0.55, while
the greedy search model had a reset probability of ρ = 0.77 and response threshold of λ = 6.5, and
the undirected model had a reset probability of ρ = 0.44 and response threshold of λ = 3.8. For
the online accuracies, the final settings for the MCMC model were a response threshold of λ = 5.8
and reset probability ρ = 0.11, while the greedy search model had a reset probability of ρ = 0.66 and
response threshold of λ = 1.8, and the undirected model had a reset probability of ρ = 0.95 and
response threshold of λ = 4.5.

Results

Consistent with the RAT literature both human and model performance fluctuated widely, with
average success rates ranging from 9% to 86% (humans), 0% to 100% (MCMC and greedy mod-
els), and 1% to 100% (undirected model) on the Smith et al. dataset, and 2% to 80% (humans)
and 0% to 100% (MCMC, greedy, and undirected models) on the Gupta et al. and Bowden &
Jung-Beeman datasets. Moreover, while each model showed higher correlations with human accu-
racies for the items in the Smith et al. dataset than on either the Gupta et al. or Bowden & Jung-
Beeman items, the differences in correlation magnitudes was non-significant for each model. On
the basis of these correlations alone, the MCMC, undirected, and greedy models showed com-
parable fits to the source accuracies on each dataset: Bowden & Jung-Beeman (Greedy-MCMC:
z = 0.849,p = 0.395, 95% CI: [−0.330,0.131], Undirected-MCMC: z = 0.079,p = 0.938, 95% CI:
[−0.229,0.211], Greedy-Undirected: z = 0.928,p = 0.353, 95% CI: [−0.338,0.121]), Smith (Greedy-
MCMC: z = 0.138,p = 0.890, 95% CI: [−0.462,0.400], Undirected-MCMC: z = 0.020,p = 0.984,
95% CI: [−0.426,0.418], Greedy-Undirected: z = 0.157,p = 0.875, 95% CI: [−0.395,0.465]), and
Gupta et al. (Greedy-MCMC: z = 0.139,p = 0.890, 95% CI: [−0.322,0.385], Undirected-MCMC:
z = 0.370,p = 0.970, 95% CI: [−0.350,0.364], Greedy-Undirected: z = 0.176,p = 0.860, 95% CI:
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Table 2.2: Pearson’srforthecorrelationbetweenmodelandhumanaccuraciesontheonlinedata.

Problem Source MCMC Model Undirected Model Greedy Search Model

Smith et al. (2013) 0.384∗ 0.335ns 0.274ns

Gupta et al. (2012) 0.239ns 0.259ns 0.281∗
Bowden & Jung-Beeman (2003) 0.199∗ 0.201∗ 0.274∗

* Significant at p < 0.05
ns Non-significant, p > 0.05

[−0.385,0.322]) datasets. Model performances in comparison to the human solution rates for each
dataset is summarized in Table 2.1.

The correlations between the online data we collected and the source accuracies from the original
datasets was r = 0.68 for questions from the Bowden & Jung-Beeman dataset, r = 0.32 for ques-
tions from the Gupta et al. dataset, and r = 0.48 for questions from the Smith et al. dataset. Given
these relatively low agreements, we opted to treat the online data as a separate data source rather
than aggregate it with the original source accuracies. Similar to the trend in the model-source cor-
relations, we found that there was a tendency for each of the models to better fit the items in the
Smith dataset, although this trend proved non-significant overall. We also found that although
the MCMC model had nominally higher correlations with the online accuracies for questions
from the Smith et al. dataset, the difference in correlations between the three models was non-
significant (Greedy-MCMC: z = 0.379,p = 0.705, 95% CI: [−0.601,0.410], Undirected-MCMC:
z = 0.225.p = 0.822, 95% CI: [−0.443,0.556]). This trend was evident for the other datasets as
well: while there was mild fluctuation in the magnitude of the model-human correlations, the dif-
ferences between models proved non-significant on both the Bowden & Jung-Beeman (Greedy-
MCMC: z = 0.687,p = 0.492, 95% CI: [−0.162,0.337], Undirected-MCMC: z = 0.118,p = 0.906,
95% CI: [−0.270,0.239], Greedy-Undirected: z = 0.569,p = 0.569, 95% CI: [−0.177,0.321]) and
Gupta et al. (Greedy-MCMC: z = 0.177,p = 0.859, 95% CI: [−0.410,0.343], Undirected-MCMC:
z = 0.061,p = 0.951, 95% CI: [−0.391,0.367], Greedy-Undirected: z = 0.116,p = 0.951, 95% CI:
[−0.398,0.369]) questions. Model performance for the online data is summarized in Table 2.2.

Discussion

The trend showing higher correlations on the source-model accuracy correlations for the Smith
et al. dataset than for either Bowden & Jung-Beeman or Gupta et al. can partially be attributed
to the differences in standard error for the solution frequencies across collections: while the fre-
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quencies for the Smith et al. and Bowden & Jung-Beeman datasets were calculated using 56 and
39 subjects, respectively, the values in the Gupta et al. dataset used more than double this num-
ber (n = 132). This difficulty is compounded by the unbalanced nature of the source data: while
the Smith et al.correlations reflect performance on 25 RAT questions, correlations for the Gupta
et al. and Bowden & Jung-Beeman questions were calculated using performance on 44 and 76 ques-
tions, respectively. The fact that the differences in correlation coefficients between datasets was
non-significant further supports this explanation.

Beyond dataset-specific correlations, it is interesting to note that none of the search models evalu-
ated distinguishes itself as a significantly better model of either the human source or online solution
frequencies. While this may partially be an artifact of the small sample sizes used to compute the
source accuracies across datasets, it also reflects a more fundamental problem: the limited set of ob-
servations (in this case, RAT problems and their solution rates), provide only a mild constraint on
the space of search processes capable of producing them. In particular, we note that while a reason-
able correlation with human results is a necessary precondition for evaluating a model of memory
search, it is a relatively superficial metric of performance if our interest is in the actual process un-
derlying the generation of responses during problem solving. This realization motivates our second
simulation in which we evaluate the responses generated by the model against the intermediate re-
sponses reported by humans on the questions from the Smith et al. (2013) study.

2.5.2 Simulation 2: Tracking search trajectories

As a follow up to Simulation 1, we compared the intermediate responses generated by humans on
the RAT questions from Smith et al. (2013) to the search trajectories generated by our model in
our semantic network. As in Simulation 1 we compared responses from three search models: an
MCMC, a random walk, and a greedy model. This approach permits a finer-grained analysis of role
of blind variation and selective retention mechanisms in the evolution of search within semantic
memory by allowing us to characterize the particular search trajectories generated by each model.
The analyses reported here are the same as those performed by Smith et al. to facilitate comparison
between model and human results.
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Procedure

We ran 100 simulations of the MCMC, random walk, and greedy models (parameterized identically
to their setup in Simulation 1) on the unique RAT items from the Smith dataset.∥ Each simulation
was run for a maximum duration of 1000 transitions per problem. Search trajectories were evaluated
using the suite of analyses and Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA; Landauer & Dumais, 1997) space
developed in Smith et al. (2013). Similarity scores for pairs of responses were calculated using the
cosine distance between the two word vectors in LSA space. As part of the analysis regimen, each of
the model’s responses was assigned a primary cue, defined as the cue in the current RAT problem
statement with the shortest cosine distance to the current response in the LSA space. On the basis of
primary cue assignment, all adjacent responses were categorized as either within- or across-cue pairs.

Results

Using the LSA space to compute the similarities between individual responses, we found that inter-
mediate responses assigned to the same primary cue were significantly more similar to one another
than responses assigned to different primary cues (Table 2.3: analysis b). To control for the fact
that responses from the same primary cue were on average more likely to be similar to one another
simply because of the way in which we assigned responses to primary cues, we also performed a per-
mutation test as described in Smith et al. to control for primary cue assignment (Table 2.3: analysis
c). The above effect remained after the permutation analysis, indicating that responses generated
by each of the models also tended to display the characteristic clustering around individual cues in
the LSA space witnessed in human responses. We also found that sequences of responses associated
with the same primary cue occurred significantly more often than would be expected by chance in
the model responses, reaffirming the significance of response clustering in model and human re-
sponses (Table 2.3: analysis h).

To further explore whether primary cue clusters in particular were descriptive of the model search
process we evaluated whether a difference existed between the similarities of adjacent responses with
the same primary cue versus adjacent responses with different primary cues (Table 2.3: analysis f). In
all cases, there was a significant trend for adjacent responses assigned to the same primary cue cluster
to be more similar to one another than adjacent responses from different cue clusters, suggesting
that the use of primary cues to define response clusters was equally appropriate for characterizing
the model’s search behavior as it was for humans. This conclusion was further supported by the fact

∥Items from the Gupta et al. and Bowden & Jung-Beeman datasets could not be analyzed because
they did not report subjects’ intermediate responses.
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Table 2.3: LSAanalysesofsearchtrajectoriesontheRAT.TheRATquestions,humandataandLSAspacearethesameas
usedinSmithetal.(2013).Confidenceintervalsarefortheestimateddifferenceinsamplemeans.Alltestsarestatisti-
callysignificantatp < 0.001unlessotherwisenoted.

Analysis Humans MCMC Model Undirected Model Greedy Search Model
Undirected MTurk

Model

(a) Average problem accuracy 0.42 0.59 0.66 0.40 0.04

(b) Average response similarity,
within vs. between cue clusters

0.250 vs. 0.142,
95% CI: [0.100, 0.115]

0.220 vs. 0.151,
95% CI: [0.067, 0.072]

0.267 vs. 0.160,
95% CI: [0.101, 0.113]

0.296 vs. 0.123,
95% CI: [0.159,0.186]

0.376 vs. 0.282,
95% CI: [0.083,0.105]

(c) Permutation test to control
for primary cue assignment

0.209 vs. 0.160,
95% CI: [0.032, 0.053]

0.191 vs. 0.170,
95% CI: [0.018, 0.026]

0.229 vs. 0.176,
95% CI: [0.043, 0.061]

0.263 vs. 0.138,
95% CI: [0.106,0.144]

0.334 vs. 0.303,
95% CI: [0.015,0.046]

(d) Rate of change in similarity
per intervening response

−0.002 −0.002 −0.004 −0.014 −0.030

(e) Rate of change in similarity
per unit of IRT

−0.079 −0.009∗ −0.092 −64.887 -

(f) Average response similarity
for adjacent responses, within
vs. between cue clusters

0.247 vs. 0.139,
95% CI: [0.101, 0.116]

0.220 vs. 0.150,
95% CI: [0.067, 0.072]

0.266 vs. 0.159,
95% CI: [0.100, 0.114]

0.296 vs. 0.123,
95% CI: [0.159,0.187]

0.374 vs. 0.281,
95% CI: [0.082,0.104]

(g) Ratio of average IRT for
within cluster responses to av-
erage IRT for between cluster
responses

0.904 0.921 0.913 0.531 -

(h) Baseline vs. actual percent-
age of response pairs with the
same primary cue

Baseline: 40.6%,
Actual: 42.8%

Baseline: 42.84%,
Actual: 58.07%

Baseline: 51.4%,
Actual: 52.5%∗

Baseline: 38.32%,
Actual: 58.41%

Baseline: 44.69%,
Actual: 61.06%

(i) Between cue cluster re-
sponse similarities, adjacent vs.
non-adjacent responses

0.139 vs. 0.113,
95% CI: [0.021, 0.029]

0.150 vs. 0.110,
95% CI: [0.038, 0.042]

0.159 vs. 0.150,
95% CI: [0.006, 0.013]

0.122 vs. 0.178,
95% CI: [−0.068, −0.043]

0.281 vs. 0.138,
95% CI: [0.134,0.152]

(j) Within cue cluster response
similarities, adjacent vs. non-
adjacent responses

0.247 vs. 0.214,
95% CI: [0.025, 0.042]

0.220 vs. 0.198,
95% CI: [0.020, 0.024]

0.266 vs. 0.239,
95% CI: [0.020, 0.035]

0.296 vs. 0.212,
95% CI: [0.067, 0.101]

0.374 vs. 0.217,
95% CI: [0.148,0.166]

(k) Rate of change in similar-
ity to answer with distance to
answer

−0.004 −0.001ns −0.004 0.196 −0.014ns

(l) Rate of change in similarity
to final response with distance
to end for non-correct responses

−0.003 0.000ns −0.001 −0.311 0.018ns

* Significant at p < 0.05.

ns Non-significant, p > 0.05
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that the average inter-item retrieval times for responses assigned to the same primary cue cluster were
significantly lower than the times for responses assigned to different primary cue clusters for each
model (Table 2.3: analysis g).

A defining characteristic of the human responses collected by Smith et al. was the sequential de-
pendencies that existed between adjacent responses. To evaluate whether the responses generated by
our models exhibited similar characteristics, we tested the relationship between the average similarity
scores for pairs of responses as a function of both (a) the number of intervening responses between
them and (b) the inter-item retrieval time (Table 2.3: analysis d, e). In both cases we found that there
was a statistically significant decreasing monotonic relationship with average response-response
similarity, in accordance with the human data. Finally, we found that adjacent responses were statis-
tically more similar to one another even when the responses came from the same primary cue cluster,
indicating that the sequential dependencies witnessed between model responses reproduce the evi-
dence for direct association between responses seen in the human data (Table 2.3: analysis j).

Finally, we compared the rate of change in similarity to the final answer for correct versus incor-
rect trials (Table 2.3: analysis k, l). Despite similarity to the final answer increasing significantly over
the final 10 responses in a walk for correct trials, the rate of increase was not significantly different
between incorrect and correct trials, suggesting that the correct trials did not converge on the correct
answer any faster than did incorrect trials.

Comparisons between models

While both the random walk and Metropolis Hastings models produced response patterns that
matched those of human respondents on the analyses used by Smith et al., the greedy search model
showed several deviations from the human results which make it a poor candidate for modeling
human response patterns. In particular, the average rate of change in response similarity per unit
IRT for the greedy model was approximately 800 times that of human respondents (−0.079 vs.
−64.887, Table 2.3: analysis e), reflecting the greedy algorithm’s hill-climbing strategy. Additionally
non-adjacent responses from different primary cues were significantly more similar to one another
on average than equivalent adjacent responses in the greedy model (0.178 vs. 0.122, t(778) =−8.714,
p < 0.001, Table 2.3: analysis i), a reversal of the trend observed in humans. Finally, the observed rate
of change in the similarity to the final response significantly differed between correct versus incorrect
response chains (0.196 vs. −0.311, F(1, 1790) = 39.991, p < 0.001, Table 2.3: analyses l and m). In
this case, the apparent difference is likely an artifact of the highly constrained response trajectories
produced as a result of the greedy algorithm’s deterministic nature – the average greedy response
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length for correct chains was 1.461, while the average response length for incorrect chains was 1.971.
In contrast, correct response chains generated by the random walk and MCMC models were on
average 24.231 and 14.553 responses long, and incorrect chains were 69.818 and 36.603 responses long,
respectively.

We also investigated whether the search models were capable of reproducing other findings from
the RAT literature. Previous work has found that participants with higher solution rates on the
RAT tend to report lower-frequency intermediate responses when searching for an answer (Gupta
et al., 2012). To investigate whether the models were capable of reproducing these patterns we com-
pared the average typicality scores (approximated using PageRank; Griffiths et al., 2007) for correct
versus incorrect response chains on each problem. The Metropolis-Hastings model reproduced this
effect for more than half (9/16) of the questions on which it had at least 1 instance of both a correct
and incorrect response chain, while the undirected model reproduced the effect on slightly less than
a quarter (3/13) of the questions. Finally, while the ratio of questions for which the deterministic
search strategy showed this effect was comparable to the Metropolis-Hastings model (56% vs. 66%),
it only achieved non-zero/non-perfect accuracies on 3 of the 25 RAT questions.

Because solutions to most RAT problems were a short distance from the problem cues in our
semantic network (for the 25 problems in the Smith et al. dataset, solutions were on average within 2
steps from the problem cues), models were incentivized to focus most of their exploration in the di-
rect neighborhood of the problem cues. As we saw above, this bias for local search often manifested
in a relatively high reset probability. To rule out the possibility that the lack of a difference between
the Metropolis-Hastings and random walk models was simply an artifact of these high reset values,
we tried setting an upper bound on the reset probability (ρ < 0.3) and refitting each model. We
found that even under this stipulation, the MCMC and random walk models showed similar over-
all accuracy correlations with the human data. Notably, however, the MH model took on average
significantly fewer steps to arrive at the solution than did the random walk model, supporting the in-
tuition that under certain conditions the selective retention component of the Metropolis-Hastings
model permits it to be more efficient at exploring the network than undirected search.

Exploring the influence of model parameters

By manipulating the settings in the MCMC model we sought to identify components influencing
its fit with the human data. Although an exhaustive investigation was unfeasible, several robust
trends were evident.

Fixing the reset probability at ρ = 0.55 and using a per-problem time limit of 1000 steps, we
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found that increasing the response threshold λ resulted in lower average model accuracies per run
for each model (MCMC: F(1,8) = 9.82, R2 = 0.551, p = 0.014; Greedy: F(1,8) = 13.07, R2 = 0.620,
p = 0.007; Undirected: F(1,8) = 12.41, R2 = 0.608, p = 0.008). We also found that increas-
ing λ caused each of the models to produce significantly more responses per question (MCMC:
F(1,8) = 45.31, R2 = 0.850,p < 0.001; Greedy: F(1,8) = 17.12, R2 = 0.681, p = 0.003; Undirected:
F(1,8) = 49.27, R2 = 0.860, p < 0.001). It would thus appear that the primary role of λ in the
models is to modulate the number of intermediate responses generated during the model’s search
in the semantic network. This parameter in particular offers a mechanism for capturing individual
differences in response length. Larger values of λ also significantly affect the overall model accuracy
by restricting the set of reportable answers during a walk – if the response threshold is high and the
correct answer has an average geodesic distance to the problem cues that is below this threshold, the
model will be unable to report the correct answer and will experience 0 accuracies for that problem.

We also investigated the effect of modulating the reset probability ρ using a fixed response thresh-
old of λ = 2.5 and a per-problem time limit of 1000 steps. Unsurprisingly we found that for each
model there was a significant negative linear relationship between ρ and the average path length
(MCMC: F(1,7) = 15.23, R2 = 0.685, p = 0.006; Greedy: F(1,7) = 17.15, R2 = 0.712, p = 0.004;
Undirected: F(1,7) = 15.14, R2 = 0.689, p = 0.006). Additionally, we found a significant positive
relationship between ρ and the number of “unsolved” questions (i.e., questions on which the model
was unable to generate a single correct response) produced by both the MCMC and undirected mod-
els (MCMC: F(1,8) = 12.35, R2 = 0.607, p = 0.008; Undirected: F(1,8) = 17.74, R2 = 0.689,
p = 0.003), although the relationship was not present in the solutions produced using the greedy
model (F(1,8) = 3.27, R2 = 0.290, p = 0.110). Finally, we found a significant negative linear re-
lationship between ρ and the average number of responses reported across all problems for both
the undirected and MCMC models (MCMC: F(1,8) = 113.3, R2 = 0.934, p < 0.001; Undirected:
F(1,8) = 113.5, R2 = 0.934, p < 0.001; Greedy: F(1,8) = 15.24, R2 = 0.656, p = 0.005). From these
analyses it would appear that ρ primarily serves as a means of modulating the length of a model’s
walk in the network, which in turn can interact with the model transition strategy to influence the
quality and number of solutions generated.

To investigate the contribution of the overall network structure to our results we also ran all mod-
els on a shuffled network in which the edge weights between adjacent nodes were permuted. Un-
surprisingly this had a disastrous effect – the models found significantly fewer answers and were far
less accurate on average. Despite this poor performance, however, the Metropolis-Hastings strategy
fared better in comparison to the random walk and greedy search models on the shuffled network,
suggesting that directed but non-deterministic transitions conveyed a general advantage over purely
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random or deterministic strategies on arbitrary networks.

Discussion

We found that the search trajectories produced by both the MCMC and random walk search models
matched human response patterns on each of the analyses reported by Smith et al. (2013), show-
ing evidence for response clustering around particular cues, strong local dependencies between
responses, undirected search trajectories, and flat associative hierarchies for correct responses. In
contrast the deterministic greedy search model showed systematic deviations from human response
tendencies.

The fact that the random walk and MCMC models showed similar degrees of fit to the human
data is not wholly surprising. Because many of the analyses used in Smith et al. were focused on
revealing statistical properties of the search models that might underlie search in semantic mem-
ory during the RAT, their tests tended to focus on elucidating particular aspects of the generative
models implicated by the intermediate responses reported by participants. In this regard, the search
strategy in the random walk and MCMC models are quite similar: both models perform local, mem-
oryless search within the semantic network, transitioning between responses according to a simple
stochastic selection procedure. In contrast, while the greedy search model also exhibits local search
dynamics, its deterministic transition strategy makes it “non-blind,” a significant difference in its
operation that is reflected in its inability to reproduce the clustering behavior present in both the
random walk and MCMC models, as well as the human results (Table 2.3: analyses h, i).

In the context of BVSR, these results suggest that relative influence of the blind variation and se-
lective retention mechanisms on the trajectory of creative search is not equal. Indeed, a mechanism
for generating new candidate solutions is a necessary precondition for selection to occur at all, im-
plying that the dynamics of search will be maximally impacted when the variation mechanism is dis-
torted. This observation is supported by the poor relative performance of the greedy model – while
both random and MCMC models include a variation mechanism for probabilistically exploring
the semantic network, the greedy model shows no flexibility, deterministically selecting transitions
as a function of the current state and the RAT problem cues. Given the above results, this purely
selection-based approach appears insufficient to account for human trends in creative search, sup-
porting Simonton (2012)’s assertion that creativity is inversely related to the “sightedness” of the
blind variation process.

More interestingly, the similar trajectories produced by the generate-and-select procedure of the
MCMC model and the pure-variation approach of the random walk model suggest that many of
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the hallmarks of creative search on the RAT may be more directly related to the mechanisms that
underlie the generation of ideational variants rather than their utility-based selection. While the
correlation with human accuracies for the MCMC model was nominally higher than for the random
walk approach (MCMC: r = 0.623,p < 0.05; Random walk: r = 0.545,p < 0.05; Table 1), this
difference was non-significant. These results, coupled with the fact that both models performed
comparably on the suite of analyses from Smith et al. investigating the dynamics of the creative
search process, tentatively suggest that the influence of the selection procedure was not essential for
producing many of the global properties of creative search witnessed on the RAT.

Given these results, a natural question is whether the particular representation we used for seman-
tic memory influenced our findings: a major assumption so far as been that the proposed solutions
are generated from a semantic network derived from free-association norms. In the next experiment
we investigate whether performance of our models was influenced by the specific procedure Nel-
son et al. (2004) used to construct these norms, and whether we might be able to construct a better
approximation.

2.5.3 Experiment 1: Search with human randomizers

In Simulations 1 and 2 we investigated the contributions of blind variation and selective retention
mechanisms in the responses produced during creative search on a semantic network, finding that
the blind variation component had the greatest influence on the fit to the human responses. In the
models we evaluated, solutions were generated by sampling from a fixed set of neighbors of the
current solution in a semantic network in proportion to their transition weights. Although the
network weights provide a convenient proxy for the average associative strengths between concepts
during free association, we can better approximate this process by generating transitions directly
from individual’s responses in a free association task. In Experiment 1 we used a crowd-sourcing
platform to design a task in which we could replace the proposal distribution of our random walk
model with direct samples from human memory, allowing us a more naturalistic simulation using
actual samples from associative memory in place of an algorithmic approximation.

Procedure

In order to replace the theoretical sampling process in our model with a sampling process executed
by human participants, we developed a web experiment similar in structure to the children’s game
of Telephone. Each trial of the experiment required a participant to enter the first word that came
to mind in response to a single-word prompt (e.g., Apple). This response was recorded and subse-
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Figure 2.3: SummaryoftheexperimentaldesignfortheMechanicalTurkwebexperiment.Uponacceptingthetaskon
MechanicalTurk,subjectswererandomlyassignedtooneof30treatmentgroups(referredtohereas“tracks”).Each
trackconsistedof25freeassociationprompts.Forthefirstparticipantsineachtrack,thefreeassociationpromptscon-
sistedofindividualcuesfromtheRATquestionsinSmithetal.(2013).Ifaresponsewasaccepted,thesubject’sresponse
wasusedasapromptforsubsequentparticipantsassignedtothesametrack.Inthediagramabove,individualresponses
arerepresentedasshadeddots,andthenumberofgenerationsinaparticularresponsechainindicatesthenumberof
acceptedresponsesonthatparticulartrack-promptcombination.
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quently presented to a future participant as a new prompt from which to generate responses. Over
time, the sequence of prompts and responses constituted a trajectory through our semantic network,
with the conditional independence of future responses given the current prompt reproducing the
dynamics of the blind variation mechanism in our random walk model (Figure 2.3).

Using the Amazon Mechanical Turk platform, we ran 120 participants in the above experimental
paradigm. Participants were required to reside in the United States and speak English as their first
language. We used a single cue from each of the RAT problems in Smith et al. (2013) to seed each
transmission chain. With 25 RAT problems and three cues per problem, this resulted in 75 separate
transmission chains. Each participant provided responses on 25 chains. For each chain, if the partic-
ipant’s response existed within our semantic network we retained it for use as a prompt for the next
participant. If the participant’s response was not in our network it was rejected and the prompt was
left unchanged for subsequent participants. If at any time a subject generated the correct answer to
the RAT problem associated with their transmission chain, the chain was terminated and a new one
initialized using the same original RAT cue.

Results

To facilitate comparison with the random walk model we began our analysis by pooling the trans-
mission chains that were initialized on cues from the same RAT problem. There were on average 99
accepted responses per RAT problem, with 61% of the responses constituting unique in-network
words. The largest number of unique responses per problem was 78, while the fewest was 48.

If it were the case that the random walk model traversed our network using a mechanism similar
to that of human subjects, we would expect human traversal trajectories in the current experiment
to resemble the trajectories of the random walk model in the previous simulations. In accordance
with the human and random walk model results, there was a decreasing monotonic relationship
between the number of intervening responses and the average similarity between responses in a
transmission chain (Table 2.3: analysis e), reflecting the local nature of the search process. Beyond
this, the number of response pairs with the same primary cue was significantly greater than would
be expected by chance alone (Table 2.3: analysis i), indicating a tendency for responses to form clus-
ters around particular primary cues in the LSA space. This conclusion is further supported by the
fact that adjacent responses assigned to the same primary cue were significantly more similar to one
another than adjacent responses assigned to different primary cues, an effect which remained even
after controlling for primary cue assignment using a permutation test (Table 2.3: analyses c, d). No-
tably, however, adjacent responses with different primary cues were also significantly more similar
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to one another than non-adjacent responses with different primary cues (Table 2.3: analysis j), in
turn suggesting that the observed dependencies between adjacent responses were not arising solely
from response clustering and affirming the local nature of the response generation step in the search.
Finally, the difference in the rate of change in similarity to the final response across correct and in-
correct trials was not statistically significant (F(1, 5190) = 0.523, p = 0.470; Table 2.3: analysis l, m),
suggesting that correct response chains remained equally “blind” to the RAT solution and did not
hone-in towards the correct answer as the search progressed.

Discussion

We used free associations collected via an iterated online experiment to simulate search in associative
memory. By outsourcing the proposal step of our search algorithm to human participants, we were
able to evaluate the performance of our model against human data while minimizing the assump-
tions made about the operation of human memory. This was achieved by explicitly using human
participants to simulate the search process.

Data collected using this procedure show the same response clustering patterns around primary
cues and sequential dependencies between adjacent responses present in human response trajectories
on the RAT. Importantly, this suggests that replacing the proposal metric in the random walk search
model with associations generated by human participants maintains many of the same statistical
properties as the same search algorithms on a semantic network, and by extension, human searchers
on the RAT. In the context of Simulations 1 and 2, this finding suggests that the results reported
above were not artifacts of the particular representation used for evaluating the models, bolstering
the overall construct validity of the modeling framework broadly. More generally, the current results
provides further support for the notion that the blind variation component in a search model is
sufficient to capture many of the characteristics of human search trajectories on the RAT.

2.6 Discussion

We have presented two simulations and an experiment designed to evaluate the role of blind varia-
tion and selective retention mechanisms in creative search. Using both a random walk and a Markov
chain Monte Carlo search model we were able to reproduce many of the human response patterns
reported in Smith et al. (2013), finding evidence for response clustering around particular cues,
strong local dependencies between responses, undirected search trajectories, and flat associative hi-
erarchies for correct responses. Moreover, these models outperformed a greedy search model in its
ability to reproduce human response trajectories on the RAT. The use of multiple RAT datasets
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and a semantic space constructed using a corpus separate from our semantic network helped to allay
concerns that the reported results were artifacts of any single dataset or search model.

The above results constitute one of the first quantitative evaluations of the different components
of the BVSR theory of creativity. Greedy search algorithms, embodying the selective retention com-
ponent of BVSR, deterministically make locally optimal decisions at every time step, producing
inflexible exploration strategies that are prone to getting caught in local optimum. In the context
of creative search, the poor performance of this algorithm as a model of human behavior points to
the necessity of some mechanism for blind variation during the search process. At the other end of
the spectrum, the random walk model, embodying pure blind-variation, shows enormous variabil-
ity – it rarely takes the same path through the network even when run on the same RAT problem.
Consistent with previous literature on search in associative memory, this model was capable of re-
producing many of the human response tendencies witnessed during search on the RAT. Finally,
the MCMC model, representing the conjunction of blind variation and selective retention mecha-
nisms, showed a similar performance to the random walk model both in terms of overall solution
rates and in the patters of exploration in associative memory. The comparable performance between
MCMC and random walk models suggests that a mechanism for blind variation may carry greater
weight when compared against selective retention mechanisms during creative search on the RAT.

In light of these results, a natural question is why the selective retention component was not
more influential in the search trajectories generated during creative search. The fact that the ran-
dom walk model was automatically predisposed to take higher frequency transitions during search
(a result of its reliance on network weights during the simulations and on the first free association
response during the experiment), can be interpreted as a weak, task-general selection mechanism. It
may in fact be the case that for well-defined, constrained creative search problems like the Remote
Associates Test, this general selection metric is enough to bias search in the right directions and that
a task-specific metric provides little additional utility. Under this line of reasoning, one might pre-
dict that as the size of the problem grows and the constraints on the solution become less certain, the
relative influence of a task-specific selection component will become stronger. The current computa-
tional framework provides an ideal test-bed for evaluating such predictions.

Overall, the current approach offers several contributions to the memory search and creativity
literatures. First, it presents a quantitative evaluation of a long-standing theoretical account of
creativity using empirical data from a well-known creativity metric. Second, by relating modern
Markov chain Monte Carlo techniques to search models of creativity it constitutes an explicit link
between research in statistical learning theory and psychological process models. Finally, by present-
ing a framework for simulating memory search using real people, we provide a novel strategy for
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model evaluation which take advantage of the resources provided by large-scale online data collec-
tion (Griffiths, 2015) and minimizes assumptions about the cognitive process under investigation.
This paradigm further points to the role web-technologies can play in the design of more sophisti-
cated experiments moving forward. We hope that this approach will encourage future attempts at
applying computational methods to the evaluation of creative process models.
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3
Cognitive modeling in the wild

Every day, terabytes of behavioral data are generated as people go about their daily lives online.
Although many of these computer-mediated interactions differ from the tightly-controlled in-
laboratory experiments common in psychological research, they offer insight into many of the same
cognitive phenomena, often at a scale that would make even the most dutiful experimentalist blush.
This new source of high throughput behavioral data, already the lifeblood of machine learning and
AI researchers, offers psychologists a similar opportunity to evaluate cognitive models in the wild, at
scale, with minimal investment. Moreover, the dearth of cognitive modeling techniques in current
approaches to analyzing these behavioral datasets suggests an opportunity to re-establish the value of
modeling minds as mediating influences on behavior in a domain that has been de facto colonized by
computer science.

Product recommendation is a notable example of an applied task which can serve as a good test-
bed for cognitive models. Not only has recommendation-guided search become near ubiquitous
in our daily interactions online, but it is also a prominent example of a fundamentally psychologi-
cal task which has been translated into machine learning terms. Indeed, automated approaches to
recommendation have become one of the more prominent examples of the ways in which machine
learning systems augment everyday human decision-making.

Despite this enormous influence, however, studies from the recommendation system literature
indicate that users are sensitive to the differences between human and automated recommendations,
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often favoring recommendations from other people. In two well-known papers, Sinha & Swearin-
gen (2001) and Sinha et al. (2001) report that on average users tend to prefer recommendations made
by friends to those generated by automated recommendation systems, even if the identity of the
recommender is not revealed. This general preference for human recommendations is not limited
to close associates, either: Krishnan et al. (2008) report that even complete strangers are capable of
outperforming automated recommendation systems for atypical user profiles. Human users appear
particularly sensitive to algorithmic intervention in subjective domains: Logg (2017) reports that
participants preferred recommendations of human experts to those of algorithms for subjective de-
cisions, regardless of the domain. This finding is corroborated by Yeomans et al. (2017) who found
that although automated recommendation systems often show superior empirical performance on a
variety of information retrieval metrics, the majority of human users still prefer jokes recommended
by human experts. In light of such findings, a natural question is whether we can identify system-
atic ways in which human and algorithmic recommendations deviate from one another, and if so,
whether models designed to explicitly account for human cognition can help bridge this gap.

In the current chapter I underscore the potential online recommendation datasets have as cog-
nitive test-beds by evaluating a version of the well-known Bayesian model of generalization (Shep-
ard, 1987; Tenenbaum & Griffiths, 2001) on hundreds of thousands of human judgments collected
from a popular playlist-sharing website, evaluating it against two other psychological models. We
illustrate the value that cognitive modeling techniques play in this new world by comparing the per-
formance of the generalization model with that of widely used machine learning approaches to rec-
ommendation. The results provide a test of the cognitive models at an unprecedented scale and level
of realism, as well as a demonstration of how psychological theory can inform the interpretation of
large behavioral data sets.

The plan for the rest of the chapter is as follows. I begin by introducing the problem of recom-
mendation, linking it to generalization, and providing a brief overview of modern approaches to
recommendation in computer science and generalization in psychology. I then outline a playlist
completion task that will be the focus of the current case-study and describe two web experiments
designed to collect fine-grained human recommendation judgments. I then describe the perfor-
mance of two representative collaborative filtering models and two cognitive models on this task,
evaluated using metrics from both cognitive and computer science. I close with a discussion of what
these results mean for psychologists interested in expanding the scope of their models as well as ma-
chine learning researchers interested in building more human-like systems.
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Figure 3.1: Anoverviewoftherelationshipsbetweenpopularapproachestocollaborativefiltering,emphasizingthose
approachesevaluatedinthecurrentchapter.Notably,hybridmodelslikecontent-basedCFapproachesarenotpictured.

3.1 Recommendation as a psychological problem

Below we offer an overview of psychological models of generalization and contrast these with mod-
els of recommendation from the machine learning literature.

3.1.1 Recommendation

At their core, recommendation problems involve the identification and selection of items that match
a user’s preferences, which in turn are inferred from a user’s previous selection history. Examples of
this sort of problem include generating music recommendations based on a user’s listening history,
generating movie recommendations based on a user’s previous movie ratings, and recommending
items to buy based on previous browsing / buying history. In each case, a recommender is shown a
trace, T, sampled from a hypothetical set of all items a user likes, U. On the basis of the items in the
trace, a recommender must try to select additional items that are likely to also be in the set U−T.

Collaborative filtering (CF) approaches constitute the state-of-the-art in machine learning and
computer science for generating automated recommendations. Algorithms in this class are so-
named because they use large amounts of data from many individual users to collectively (collabo-
ratively) generate predictions (filter) for items that may be of interest to a new user. Much of the suc-
cess of CF stems comes from its domain generality: algorithms in this class require only a database of
users and their item preferences, distinguishing them from content-based approaches which rely on
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task-specific user or item features to augment the recommendation decision.
CF algorithms can be organized in terms of the amount of latent structure they assume when

analyzing the user-item database. Memory-based CF algorithms operate directly on the user-item
database, making minimal assumptions about the structure present in the data (Su & Khoshgoftaar,
2009). Algorithms in this class predict preferences for a new item by combining the preferences of
the most similar users or items in the database, often resulting in recommendation behavior that
is highly sensitive to the local variation in other highly similar users or items. In contrast, model-
based CF algorithms use the user-item database to learn a model of the data which they then use to
generate recommendations. Through their reliance on a data model, approaches in this category
are often able to capture more global properties of a dataset relating to many or all entries in the
database (Bell & Koren, 2007). Popular data modeling approaches include sequential decision mod-
els, dimensionality-reduction/latent factor models, and Bayesian networks (see Su & Khoshgoftaar
(2009) for an overview).

Figure 3.2: WebinterfacefortherecommendationtaskusingtheArtoftheMixdata.
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3.1.2 Recommendation as generalization

Psychologists may find the formulation of the recommendation problem above to be familiar. In-
deed, this problem bears a direct resemblance to the psychological problem of generalization as stud-
ied in the context of word learning (Xu & Tenenbaum, 2007; Regier, 2005), categorization (Rips,
1975; Osherson et al., 1990; Kruschke, 1992), causal reasoning (Cheng, 1997; Gopnik et al., 2004)
and human similarity judgments (Nosofsky, 1986; Tenenbaum & Griffiths, 2001; Tenenbaum et al.,
2006). In the current chapter, we explore this similarity, arguing that human generalization consti-
tutes a unifying psychological framework for automated recommendation.

Recommendation

You listened to:

What should you listen to next?

Generalization

Here are two FEPS:

Are any of these also FEPS?

Figure 3.3: Manyoftherecommendationtasksstudiedinmachinelearningshowadirectcorrespondencetothepsycho-
logicalproblemofgeneralizationstudiedinpsychology.

In a traditional generalization task, individuals are shown examples of a previously unknown
concept and are asked to use this information to identify other items that are also likely to be in the
same conceptual category (Figure 3.3). In these studies, researchers are often interested in relating the
likelihood with which participants apply the category label to new items as a function of the item’s
features and those of the category examples. More formally, a person observes n examples x of a new
category C and must compute the probability that a new item y belongs to C given the observations
in x, P(y ∈ C|x). Good generalizations and recommendations in turn correspond to returning
those items y that maximize P(y ∈ C|x). Different cognitive models propose different approaches to
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representing item features and combining them to produce generalization probabilities.
The correspondence between recommendation and generalization is straightforward: the rec-

ommendation trace, T, now corresponds to the collection of category exemplars x, while the user’s
preference set U becomes the set of all items in the category, C. In this sense, the generalization prob-
ability for a new item y, P(y ∈ C|x), can be treated as a recommendation score, where higher values
suggest a greater likelihood that a user will respond positively to that particular item.

Given the formal correspondence between recommendation and generalization problems, it is
unsurprising that similar solutions have appeared across the two literatures. One notable example is
the correspondence between item-based collaborative filtering and the exemplar theory of categoriza-
tion (Medin & Schaffer, 1978; Smith & Medin, 1981; Nosofsky, 1986). Item-based CF models are one
of the most prominent memory-based CF approaches, having been used extensively within indus-
trial recommendation frameworks, most notably in Amazon.com’s recommendation engine (Sarwar
et al., 2001; Linden et al., 2003). These algorithms operate by computing the pairwise similarities
between all items in a user-by-item database and combining these ratings for each entry in a user’s
preference history. These aggregated similarity scores are then used to identify the unrated items for
each user that are most similar to their previous selections. Replacing the user-by-item database with
a binary item-by-feature representation produces the exemplar model.

In the next section, we outline a web-based experimental task designed to collect fine-grained
human recommendation judgments on a familiar recommendation task. We set up our experimen-
tal task as a playlist completion problem: participants are shown a trace, xtrace, from an unobserved
“playlist” xfull, where xtrace is a subset of the items that appear in xfull. On the basis of the items in
the trace, participants are asked to select additional items from a fixed library which are likely to
also be in the playlist which contains xtrace. This task bears a direct resemblance to many common
machine recommendation tasks, including the recommendation of new items based on browsing
history (e.g., Spotify’s “Discover Weekly”), and the construction of new playlists using seeds (e.g.,
Apple Music’s Genius recommendations).

3.2 Experiment 1: Recommendation task

3.2.1 Methods

AOTM dataset

Playlists for the music version of the recommendation task were sourced from the Art of the Mix
(AOTM) dataset (McFee & Lanckriet, 2012). This dataset consisted of approximately 100K user-
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generated playlists over 120K unique songs, represented as a sparse, binary co-occurrence matrix X.
We augmented this original set of playlist hypotheses, H , to include 10 additional “genre playlists”,
where a genre playlist corresponded to the set of all songs in X associated with a given music genre,
as identified via the Discogs API.∗ We refer to the set of original playlists augmented with the genre
playlists as H +.

Goodbooks dataset

Playlists for the literature version of the recommendation task were sourced from the goodbooks-
10k dataset (Zajac, 2017). This dataset consisted of approximately 50K users’ ratings for 10K of
the most popular books on the Goodbooks website.† To make this consistent with the AOTM
data, we converted the dataset into a binary co-occurrence matrix. Just as with the AOTM data, we
augmented the original user playlists, H , to include 28 additional “genre playlists”, where a genre
playlist corresponded to the set of all books in X associated with a given literary genre, identified via
user tags on the Goodbooks website. As before, we refer to the set of original playlists augmented
with the genre playlists as H +.

Web experiment

A total of n = 87 (AOTM) and n = 89 (Goodbooks) participants on Amazon Mechanical Turk
completed a pretest to assess fluency in the data domain. If the they passed the pretest, participants
were shown traces from playlists deemed to be consistent with their domain expertise. The number
of items in each playlist trace was varied between one and five. Additionally, the library available on
each question was constructed to always include seven “in playlist” items which were not in xtrace

but which were in xfull, seven “in genre” items which were not in xfull but which were in the same
musical/literary genre, and seven “out-of-genre” items which were neither in xfull nor in its musical
genre. Participants received a bonus of $0.01 for every two correct selections they made on each trial.

3.2.2 Model specifications

We evaluate the performance of three computational models of recommendation against human
judgments on the above playlist completion task. Each model was selected to provide representative
coverage of the diversity of recommendation approaches across cognitive and computer science.

∗https://www.discogs.com/developers
†https://www.goodbooks.com
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Parameterizations for each model were arrived at independently via grid-search for each evaluation
metric.

Item-based CF model (Exemplar model)

For the binary n×m playlist-song matrix used in the playlist completion task, we employed a cosine
similarity function to measure the pairwise similarities between the binary song columns, xj ∈ Zn

2 .
This produced a symmetric matrix of similarity ratings, S ∈ Rm×m. We averaged over rows to pro-
duce the recommendation scores for user i, ri:

ri =
∑j sj1j∈xi

∑j 1j∈xi
(3.1)

where sj is the jth row in S and 1j∈xi is an indicator function which is 1 when song j is in playlist i, and
0 otherwise. In the current experiment we found that using a cosine similarity function to generate
S and only averaging over the top-2 most similar items resulted in the best fit to the human data.

Matrix factorization CF model

In addition to the instance of memory-based CF algorithm described above, we also evaluated a
popular memory based model: a dimensionality reduction approach based on nonnegative matrix-
factorization (NMF) (Lee & Seung, 2001). This approach represents the playlist-song database as a
binary matrix, X ∈ Zn×m

2 where entry xi,j contains whether song j appeared in playlist i, and identi-
fies non-negative low rank factors, W ∈Rn×k

+ and H ∈Rk×m
+ whose product approximates X. NMF

identifies the factor matrices W and H via coordinate descent on the objective

f = 1
2
||X−WH||2Fro (3.2)

where || · ||Fro indicates the Frobenius norm. Once W and H have been identified, completions for
playlist i, ri ∈ Rj, are generated via

ri = xiH⊤H (3.3)

where xi ∈ Zm
2 is the binary row vector corresponding to the current preferences for playlist i in the

database. Matrix factorization approaches like NMF are one of the most commonly used versions
of model-based CF, in part due to their ease of implementation and scalability (Su & Khoshgoftaar,
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2009). In the current experiment, we found that using between 50 and 100 latent factors resulted in
the best model performance.

Bayesian model of generalization

One of the most prominent models of generalization is Shepard’s (1987) Bayesian formulation,
which was demonstrated by Tenenbaum & Griffiths (2001) to encompass other popular set-theoretic
approaches to similarity (e.g., Tversky, 1977; Tversky & Gati, 1978). This approach uses a hypothe-
sis space, H , of potential concepts, each consisting of a set of items and defines a prior probability
distribution over hypotheses, P(h), and a likelihood function, P(x′|h), indicating the probability of
observing the examples x′ under hypothesized concept h. The probability of generalizing concept C
to include item y, P(y ∈ C|x) is then given by Bayesian model averaging:

P(y ∈ C|x) = ∑
h∈H

P(y ∈ C|h)P(h|x) (3.4)

In the context of the playlist completion task, hypotheses, h, correspond to rows in the playlist-
song matrix X, observations, x, correspond to the binary vector of songs in the partially observed
playlist we wish to complete xtrace, and C corresponds to the unknown fully observed playlist we are
attempting to reproduce.

In the experiments below, we use a hierarchical prior over the augmented hypothesis space H +,
drawing inspiration from Tenenbaum (1999). A fraction 0 ≤ 1− λg ≤ 1 of the total probability
was allocated to the original playlists in H as a group, leaving λg to be distributed across the genre
playlists. The λg probability was distributed uniformly across the genre hypotheses, while the 1−λg

probability was distributed over the original playlists as a function of the playlist size according to
an Erlang distribution, p(h) ∝ (|h|/σ2)exp{−|h|/σ}. The mixture parameter, λg, controlling the
influence of the genre playlists, was set to 0.1, while the Erlang parameter σ was set to 150, favoring
larger playlists. These settings were arrived at independently via grid search for the stated objective.

The likelihood term, P(x|h) in the Bayesian generalization model was defined as a mixture dis-
tribution with weight ε balancing the influence of the size of the playlist under consideration with
a popularity term measuring how many times each song in the playlist occurred across the original
hypothesis space H . Specifically, the likelihood was computed as

P(x|h) = (1− ε)Psize + εPpopularity (3.5)
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where

Psize =

{
1/|h|x⊤x : i ⊆ h ∀ i : xi = 1
0 : otherwise

(3.6)

and
Ppopularity ∝ ∑

i∈h
|{h′ ∈ H : i ∈ h′}|. (3.7)

Prototype model

Finally, we evaluate an implementation of the prototype theory of categorization (Reed, 1972). We
define a prototypical playlist, xproto, to be a set containing those songs that are present in the major-
ity of playlists in the database consistent with at least one song in the set of observations, x. Follow-
ing Abbott et al. (2012), the generalization score for a new song y was defined to be

Pscore(y|x) = exp
{
−λp dist(y, xproto)

}
(3.8)

where dist(·, ·) is the Hamming distance between the vector representations of its arguments and
λp is a free parameter whose optimal value ranged between between 1 and 25 for the experiments
reported below.
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Figure 3.4: ModelF1 scoresontheplaylistcompletiontask.A.Playlistground-truthF1 scores.Thismetricreflectsthe
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theMix(a)andGoodbooks(b)datasets.

3.2.3 Results

We evaluated each model using three different evaluation criteria: F1 score using the fully observed
playlist data as ground-truth, F1 score using human selections as ground truth, and model correla-
tions with human selection probabilities across recommendation levels (in playlist, in genre, out of
genre). The F1 score is a common measure of a test’s accuracy, calculated as the harmonic mean of
a test’s recall (the ratio of hits to hits plus misses) and its precision (the ratio of hits to hits plus false
alarms) (Rijsbergen, 1979; Powers, 2011). Each version we report captures a different aspect of the
recommendation performance: the playlist ground-truth F1 score is one of the standard evaluation
criteria within machine learning and information retrieval, while human ground truth F1 scores are
closer to model evaluation metrics used in psychology. The correlation in recommendation prob-
abilities is a novel metric which provides a finer-grained analysis of a model’s capacity to reproduce
human recommendation profiles.

The parameters for each model were fit separately to each evaluation metric via grid search. On
both Goodbooks and AOTM datasets, the item-based CF model performed best when averaging
over the nearest 2 neighbors for both of the F1 metrics. For the AOTM data the NMF model scored
highest on each F1 metric using k = 100 latent factors, while for the Goodbooks data, k = 50 latent
factors achieved the best score for the human ground-truth metric, and k = 100 achieved the best
score for the playlist ground-truth. The Bayesian model achieved marginally higher performance
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with different settings of ε on the playlist ground-truth vs. human ground-truth metrics (AOTM:
ε = 0.01 and ε = 0.0001, respectively; Goodbooks: ε = 0.01 and ε = 0.2, respectively), as did the
prototype model (AOTM: λp = 25 and λp = 1, respectively; Goodbooks: λp = 1 for both metrics).

When evaluated against the playlist ground truths from both the AOTM and Goodbooks dataset,
we found that the models varied widely in the extent to which they were able to capture trends in
human responses. Indeed, the item-based CF model showed a strong tendency to simply recover the
original playlists from the traces (Figure 3.4, left panel) a finding that reflects its direct reliance on
the raw playlist-song matrix and its general applications in information retrieval. In contrast, the ma-
trix factorization model showed a greater tendency to generalize from the training data, in large part
due to to its reliance on an intermediate data model (the latent factor matrices, W and H) during
prediction rather than on the dataset itself. Both the prototype and Bayesian generalization models
showed F1 scores similar to humans, although on different datasets.

In addition to calculating overall the aggregate F1 across all problems, we also evaluated each
model’s correlation with the human playlist ground-truth F1 scores on a per-problem basis. This
metric reflects a more nuanced evaluation of each model’s fit to the human data, ensuring that it
can reproduce similar recommendation tendencies on each problem rather than simply in aggre-
gate. Here, we found that the Bayesian generalization model consistently achieved the best fit, re-
gardless of dataset (Generalization model: R = 0.40,p < 0.001, AOTM; R = 0.38,p < 0.001,
Goodbooks; NMF CF: R = 0.34,p < 0.001, AOTM; R = 0.31,p < 0.001, Goodbooks; Item-
based CF: R = −0.17,p = 0.041, AOTM; R = 0.29,p = 0.001, Goodbooks; Prototype model:
R =−0.25,p < 0.002, AOTM; R = 0.23,p < 0.009, Goodbooks).

When we evaluated the models in terms of their ability to reproduce human ratings, a different
picture emerged: while both the prototype and matrix factorization models had difficulty repro-
ducing human judgments on the AOTM data, both the Bayesian generalization model and item-
based CF model similar high fits, with the Bayesian model performing marginally better (Figure 3.4,
right panel). On the Goodbooks data, however, both models performed nearly identically. On both
datasets, the prototype model showed the worst fit to the human ground-truth.

To further explore the capacity of each model to fit human judgments, we looked at model cor-
relations with the average human recommendation probability, stratified by recommendation level
and the number of seeds (Figure 3.5). Drawing inspiration from Xu & Tenenbaum (2007), recom-
mendations were broken down into in-playlist, in-genre, and out-of-genre songs, allowing us to
calculate the model’s tendency to generalize at each level. Whereas the human ground-truth F1 scores
indicated that both the item-based CF and Bayesian generalization models were approximately
equally capable of reproducing human selection profiles, this finer-grained analysis revealed that
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the relatively coarse human-ground truth F1 metric masks significant differences in the two models’
generalization behavior. Qualitatively, the item-based CF model was heavily biased towards select-
ing in-playlist items at the expense of generalizing beyond the specific playlists in the playlist-song
database. The prototype model was slightly less strict in its generalizations, producing comparable
amounts of in playlist and in-genre recommendations, but refusing to generalize out of genere. This
behavior put both models at odds with humans, who exhibited the characteristic exponential decay
in generalization tendency from in-playlist to in-genre to out-of-genre. Importantly, the Bayesian
generalization model did the best at reproducing this tendency, while the matrix factorization model
showed less distinction overall between the different recommendation levels. Quantitatively, the
Bayesian generalization model’s recommendation gradients showed the highest correlation with the
human selection data (R = 0.98,p < 0.001, AOTM; R = 0.99,p < 0.001, Goodbooks), when
compared against the other models (NMF CF: R = 0.93,p < 0.001, AOTM; R = 0.96,p < 0.001,
Goodbooks; Item-based CF: R = 0.87,p < 0.001, AOTM; R = 0.93,p < 0.001, Goodbooks; Proto-
type model: R = 0.92,p < 0.001, AOTM; R = 0.70,p = 0.004, Goodbooks).

3.3 Examining the role of model parameters in the Bayesian model

Of particular interest given the current results is the role of the prior and likelihood terms in the
Bayesian model’s fit to the human data. Though a more thorough investigation is beyond the scope
of the current analysis, several important trends were evident. We found that removing the hierarchi-
cal prior and using either only a uniform or only an Erlang distribution negatively impacted model
fit to the human data, though for different reasons. In the uniform prior case, the likelihood term
dominated the model’s recommendation, causing the model to generate thematically heterogenous
playlists. The model performed comparatively better with a pure-Erlang prior, though now the
genre playlists tended to dominate the model recommendations. This point underscores the obser-
vation that the addition of genre playlists alone is insufficient to encourage proper generalization –
the split prior and its balancing parameter λ was critical to the Bayesian model’s success.

The likelihood term in the Bayesian generalization model was designed to capture people’s as-
sumptions about how the songs in the trace were selected, reflecting the intuition that each song
is sampled directly from the fully observed playlist C, rather than by trial-and-error across the en-
tire hypothesis space. This assumption, often present in human generalization problems but rarely
incorporated into machine learning approaches, is known as the “size principle” in the human gen-
eralization literature (Tenenbaum & Griffiths, 2001) and has been demonstrated to be a key source
of structure in the Bayesian model. Indeed, replacing the likelihood term in the current model with
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Figure 3.6: Webinterfacefortheaggregateversionoftheratingtask,displayingatrialontheGoodbooksdata.

a simple binary variable reflecting only whether the songs in a trace were consistent with a given
playlist produced playlists which were highly heterogenous regardless of the number of songs in the
trace. Though we do not have human ratings for these playlists, it is highly likely that such a prop-
erty is undesireable in a general recommendation model.
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Figure 3.7: Webinterfacefortheindividualversionoftheratingtask,displayingatrialontheGoodbooksdata.

3.4 Experiment 2: Rating model recommendations

The results of Experiment 1 indicate that, despite showing high marks along traditional information
retrieval metrics of success, two modern collaborative filtering approaches fail to consistently capture
important properties of human recommendation behavior in a playlist completion task. In contrast,
a cognitive model – the Bayesian model of generalization – showed a strong fit to human recommen-
dation profiles across two different datasets. A natural next question is whether people – potential
users of recommendation systems – are also sensitive to these differences.
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3.4.1 Methods

In a second set of experiments we generated new “hybrid playlists” consisting of an equal mixture
of items from two randomly selected playlists from the AOTM or Goodbooks data in Experiment
1. On each trial we provided participants with two, four, or six seed items from a particular hybrid
playlist and asked them to rate the quality of the recommendations produced by each model either
in aggregate, or individually.

Aggregate ratings

In this condition, participants rated the collection of top ten recommendations from each model
in aggregate. Participants were told that an anonymous user had recently listened to / read the seed
items and asked four of their friends to provide recommendations for things to listen to / read next.
Participants were then shown the top ten recommendations from each model (each labeled as the
recommendations of a different “friend”) filtered to remove items and artists appearing in the seed,
and asked to select which friend they thought provided the best recommendations (Figure 3.6). We
recruited n = 150 participants per dataset via Amazon Mechanical Turk and ran them in this rating
task. Participants were paid $1.00 for their participation and completed a maximum of 12 rating
trials contingent on their performance on a genre pretest.
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Individual ratings

In this condition, participants rated each one of the models’ top ten recommendations in terms of
how likely they were to be in the playlist containing the observed seeds (Figure 3.7). We recruited
n = 150 participants per dataset via Amazon Mechanical Turk. Participants were paid $2.50 for their
participation, and completed a maximum of 12 rating trials contingent on their performance on a
genre pretest.

3.4.2 Results

In the individual version of the rating task, we found that participants significantly favored songs
recommended by the Bayesian generalization model in comparison to any of the other models
evaluated for the AOTM data (F(3,8396) = 113.397, p < 0.001; Figure 3.8, right panel). There
were no significant interactions between the recommendation rank and the model. On the Good-
books data, however, we found that participants rated the individual recommendations of the item-
based CF model significantly higher on average than the prototype, Bayesian, or matrix CF models
(F(3,3534) = 216.08, p < 0.001). Moreover, there was no significant difference in average individual
ratings for the matrix CF and the Bayesian model on the Goodbooks data.

In the aggregate version of the rating task, a more robust trend emerged (Figure 3.8, left panel).
Here, the collective recommendations of the Bayesian model of generalization were selected as best
more often than the recommendations of any of the other models across both datasets (χ2(3,N =

684) = 126.28,p < 0.001, AOTM; χ2(3,N = 387) = 111.45,p < 0.001, Goodbooks). Indeed, in
line with findings that users are both sensitive to differences between human and model recommen-
dations and favor those recommendations made by humans, our results suggest that users may also
favor recommendations from models which reproduce larger proportions of human recommenda-
tion behavior.

3.5 Discussion

Online behavioral datasets offer an opportunity to evaluate theories of cognition at a scale rarely
seen in traditional in-lab studies. We demonstrate this potential through two experiments. We be-
gan by evaluating representative models from both the cognitive modeling and machine learning
literatures on two massive online datasets. Notably, these data reflected people’s spontaneous in-
teractions in their natural social environment, spanned a period of over a decade, had more than
100,000 unique observations, and were completely free. We found that that two models from the
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collaborative filtering literature as well as a popular cognitive model failed to consistently reproduce
important aspects of human recommendation behavior across these datasets, while the Bayesian
model of human generalization showed a comparatively superior fit to human recommendation
patterns. In a second experiment we found that participants tended to significantly favor the recom-
mendations from the generalization model over the other models, bolstering the empirical validity
of the generalization model and demonstrating the value of taking the psychological component of
common machine learning tasks seriously.

More generally, the opportunity to reformulate standard machine learning applications in terms
of human cognition is an exciting avenue for both machine learning researchers and psychologists.
Every day, behavioral data from millions of people is dutifully coded, anonymized, and stored as
they engage in a variety of online tasks. Many of these tasks engage directly with fundamental cogni-
tive abilities like categorization, generalization, and semantic understanding. Traditionally the data
generated during these interactions has been handled by engineers and computer scientists, but our
results indicate the potential gains that come from modeling the psychological aspects of these tasks
directly. Just as the cognitive revolution in psychology demonstrated the necessity of incorporating
mental states as mediating factors in behavior, so too can computational models of cognition revolu-
tionize the current machine learning approaches to behavioral modeling by explicitly engaging with
the psychological origins of the data (Griffiths, 2015).

Our results offer several takeaways for psychologists. By using a web-scale recommendation
dataset to fit models from cognitive science, we demonstrate how behavioral data from the web can
be used to advance theories of cognition, providing an avenue for modelers interested in testing their
theories on noisier, more realistic tasks. In addition, by showing that a cognitive model outperforms
two popular approaches from the machine learning literature on a recommendation task, we illus-
trate the importance of incorporating principles from cognitive modeling in a domain that has been
de facto colonized by computer science. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, we demonstrate
how the influx of online behavioral data can help narrow the gap between more the theory-based
approaches in psychology and the more data-driven approaches in machine learning.
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4
A Theory-Data Tradeoff

Explaining and predicting human behavior are the two major goals of theory building in
psychology and the behavioral sciences. Until recently, the methodology for achieving good predic-
tions in these domains has been to use carefully defined, theoretically-motivated features to predict
behavior from a modest amount of training data. As online experiments, crowd-sourcing and click-
stream logging become more commonplace, however, internet-scale datasets have given researchers
the opportunity to apply techniques from machine learning to predicting behavior. The availabil-
ity of big data and advances in machine learning raise an interesting question: can generic machine
learning methods obtain prediction errors comparable to those of hand-tuned theoretical frame-
works? While this question has recently begun to receive attention (Yarkoni & Westfall, 2017; Hart-
ford et al., 2016; Erev et al., 2017; Hofman et al., 2017; Noti et al., 2017; Rosenfeld & Kraus, 2018;
Khajah et al., 2016) there is limited empirical evidence whether psychological theories offer any ad-
vantage over a data-driven approach.

In this chapter I engage with this question, laying out a theoretical perspective that we evaluate
empirically by predicting human choice behavior. In this setting, the distinction between data-
driven versus theory-driven modeling paradigms is reflected in the selection of features to use in a
predictive model. Whereas traditional psychological models employ hand-tuned “psychological
features” guided by the theoretical literature, machine-learning methods encourage researchers to
forgo theory and use domain-general learning algorithms whose input consists of raw features. The
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difference between these approaches has recently received attention in the context of predicting hu-
man decisions (Plonsky et al., 2017; Noti et al., 2017). The results in Plonsky et al. (2017) illustrate
the superior predictive performance of models using psychological features compared to to machine-
learning methods that use objective features alone. Furthermore, it has been debated in Noti et al.
(2017) whether such models can realistically reach the performance that is currently achievable using
theory-driven models.

Our contribution to this debate is to observe that predictive modeling in science is subject to a
“theory-data tradeoff” that parallels the bias-variance tradeoff in machine learning: as the amount
of available data increases, the value of theory for making predictions decreases. We demonstrate
this tradeoff using a paradigm that allows us to manipulate the amount of data provided to a generic
machine-learning algorithm, comparing the resulting predictions to existing theory-driven models.
We show that theory is helpful in the limited-data regime that traditionally characterizes psycholog-
ical research, but with enough data theoretical constraints become more of a hindrance than a help.
As a result of this analysis, we are able to construct a purely data-driven model that not only domi-
nates previous theory-driven approaches but beats the state of the art in predicting human decisions
in a public choice-prediction competition.

Developing accurate models of human behavior is a goal that is relevant to both artificial intel-
ligence and cognitive science. A long line of work in artificial intelligence has been concerned with
predicting human decision-making and utility judgments (Rosenfeld & Kraus, 2018; Chajewska
et al., 2001; Christiano et al., 2017; Hartford et al., 2016), and superior predictive models can help in
building artificial agents that better interact with people (Rosenfeld & Kraus, 2018). Better predic-
tive models, even those driven by data rather than theory, can also improve our understanding of
the human mind. Namely, if machine learning methods can reach and exceed the predictive power
of psychological theories then they can provide a new tool for stimulating psychological theory by
identifying regularities in behavior that may not have been detectable by human scientists.

4.1 The theory-data tradeoff

In the behavioral sciences, the predictive modeling pipeline has traditionally been:

1. Decide on a controlled experimental task to capture the phenomenon of interest.

2. Collect a relatively constrained set of human data.

3. Develop a strategy for representing the data using theoretically-relevant task variables.
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a. b.

c. d.

Figure 4.1: Therelationshipbetweenmodelstructure,predictiveaccuracy,anddataabundanceonatoyexample.Each
plotshows100fitsofamodelonadatasetgeneratedfromadata-generatingfunctionplusGaussiannoise.Ineachin-
stance,thetruedata-generatingfunctionisshowninred,whilethedifferentmodelfitsareinblack.a.Theresultoffitting
ahigh-biaslinearmodelonadatasetconsistingof10datapoints.b.Theresultoffittingalow-biasMLPonadatasetcon-
sistingof10datapoints.c.Theresultsoffittingahigh-biaslinearmodelonadatasetconsistingof10,000datapoints.d.
Theresultsoffittingalow-biasMLPonadatasetconsistingof10,000datapoints.
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4. Build a relatively simple model using this task representation.

This approach has often been one of necessity – the datasets available for behavioral researchers
are often on the order of a hundred participants producing a hundred datapoints each, making the-
ory a necessity for constraining the prediction problem. However, internet-scale behavioral datasets
and new flexible learning algorithms offer researchers the possibility of inverting this pipeline. In
these data-driven approaches, researchers collect a large amount of data pertaining to the phenomenon
of interest, then build a relatively unconstrained model based on the raw behavior itself. It is natural
to ask under what conditions each modeling paradigm will prove beneficial.

For many behavioral researchers, the notion of building models of human behavior without
explicit ties to theory is anathema. It may come as some surprise, then, that recent approaches in
machine learning are able to achieve excellent predictive performance using raw data (albeit in much
larger quantities), with “end-to-end” systems that learn their own representations outperforming
systems based on carefully hand-engineered features (LeCun et al., 2015). While theoretical models
of human behavior offer unrivaled explanatory power, they are often highly time- and resource-
intensive and, in many cases, lack the same predictive power as purely data-driven methods (Yarkoni
& Westfall, 2017). This implies that in situations where prediction or speed are paramount, theory
may in fact be a limitation. In contrast, modern data-driven models are often relatively opaque,
making it difficult for researchers to develop comprehensive explanations for their predictive per-
formance in terms of the original domain. In this sense, theory and data constitute two poles along
a modeling continuum, allowing researchers to design their modeling approach in a way that best
fits the particular modeling application. Whereas the behavioral science pendulum has previously
been heavily to the side of theory, massive datasets and flexible machine learning methods permit
exploration of other areas of the continuum for the first time. These new, more data-based models
sacrifice explanatory power and data-efficiency for speed and predictive accuracy.

The theory-data continuum doesn’t just organize different approaches to predicting behav-
ior, it reflects a fundamental tradeoff that is a corollary of the classic bias-variance tradeoff (Ge-
man et al., 1992). When making predictions there are two ways a model can go wrong: it can be
over-constrained, and unable to capture the patterns that appear in the data, or it can be under-
constrained, and be excessively influenced by the specifics of a given dataset. These two sources of
error are well-known as bias and variance respectively, and we know that they trade-off with one
another as the constraints on a model are modified. Different models thus exhibit different bias-
variance profiles, and the particular modeling context dictates whether bias or variance will be the
primary source of error during prediction. If only small amounts of data are available to train the
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model, variance is of primary concern. In this case generalization error is minimized by employing
highly-constrained models with low variance, and the goal is to match the constraints as closely as
possible to the true underlying function. In contrast, when data is abundant, variance is reduced be-
cause the data themselves provide stronger constraints, and bias becomes the primary concern. Here,
modelers are best served by employing a less constrained model that is flexible enough to encompass
the space of possible data generating functions (Figure 4.1).

Viewed through this lens, we can understand the traditional focus on theory-based models in
psychology as a result of the limited amounts of data that are typically available about human be-
havior relative to the complexity of the phenomena being predicted. In such a regime, variance is
of primary concern and theory provides constraints that are essential to making good predictions.
However, as the amount of available data increases, we should expect to need theory less. In the
limit of large amounts of data, the constraints provided by psychological theory may be detrimental
to forming good predictions, especially in more natural domains, and as nuances in human behav-
ior that were not captured by the theory begin to come to the fore. In this regime, we may be better
served by an “end-to-end” psychology. In the remainder of the chapter we test this hypothesis in a
domain that has been the recent focus of a significant amount of debate about how to best predict
human behavior.

4.2 Case study: Predicting human choices

In the psychological literature, human choice behavior has played a prominent role in recent claims
about the primacy of theory for predicting human behavior. In particular, Noti et al. (2017) recently
speculated that theory-derived psychological features may be essential for learning effective predic-
tive models for human risky choice, suggesting that the complexity of the psychological phenomena
necessitates the reliance on hand-crafted representations. In contrast, our characterization of the
theory-data tradeoff above suggests that there should be some amount of data where models based
on theory-derived features become dominated by models that learn their own representations. To
explore this possibility, we use data from the 2015 Choice Prediction Competition, as well as from a
sizeable online crowd-sourcing experiment, to illustrate the tradeoff in predictive accuracy between
data- and theory-driven models.
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4.2.1 Choice prediction data

The human choice data we will focus on was collected by Erev et al. (2017) as part of the 2015 Choice
Prediction Competition (CPC15).∗ The dataset for this competition consisted of human choice be-
havior for 150 gamble selection problems, collected over the course of three experiments. Gambles in
Experiment 1 were selected by hand by the researchers with the aim of replicating several well-known
biases from the human decision making literature. These gambles are subsequently referred to as
“historic problems.” The gambles in Experiments 2 and 3 were sampled algorithmically from the
overall problem space. In the original competition, models were trained on the data from Experi-
ments 1 and 2 and tested on the data from Experiment 3.

Each problem required participants to choose between two gambles, after which a reward was
sampled from the selected gamble’s payoff distribution and added to the participant’s cumulative
reward. For each problem, an average of 125 participants completed five blocks of five selection trials.
On all but the first block, participants were shown feedback consisting of the reward they obtained
as well as the reward they could have obtained had they selected the other gamble. Selection frequen-
cies were averaged across block to produce high-resolution data on the evolution of human gamble
selection probabilities over time. The task we report below required predicting the average proba-
bility of selecting one of the gambles for each block on each problem. Performance was measured in
terms of the mean squared error (MSE) between the true human choice probability and the model
prediction.

Each problem in the CPC15 dataset was uniquely identified by a set of 11 objective problem features.
These features included the parameters of the payoff distributions for the two gambles, whether or
not the participant was shown the reward probabilities associated with each gamble before making
their decision, the reward correlation between the two gambles (positive, negative, or zero), and
whether or not the participant received reward feedback for the trial. This collection of 11 features
provided an objective description of the problem presentation for a given trial in the experiment.

4.2.2 A psychological model of choice behavior

As part of CPC15 Erev et al. (2017) proposed a psychological model capable of reproducing the be-
havioral trends in the CPC15 dataset with a high degree of accuracy. Dubbed “Best Estimate And
Sampling Tools” (BEAST), this model used 12 hand-coded psychological features to produce esti-
mates of human choice predictions. The psychological features employed in the model were con-
structed based on research from the judgment and decision making literature, and included features

∗http://departments.agri.huji.ac.il/economics/teachers/ert_eyal/competition.htm
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Figure 4.2: MSE×100fortrain,test,andCPCdatasetsasafunctionofdatasetsizefortheexpandedsyntheticdataset
consistingofapproximately80Ktrainingproblems.

for the differences in expected payoffs between gambles (Erev & Haruvy, 2013), the difference in
minimum payoffs between gambles (Edwards, 1954), and features for whether a positive reward is
possible on a particular gamble (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979), amongst others. The BEAST model
operated directly on the objective features for each choice prediction problem, first translating them
into psychological features, then combining the psychological features to estimate the projected se-
lection probabilities for each gamble on each block. Notably, using this method it was able to repro-
duce all of the human choice hallmarks from the hand-selected problems in CPC15 Experiment 1, as
well as much of the variability in the algorithmically-generated problems from Experiment 3 (MSE
× 100 = 0.99), making it a formidable baseline against which to evaluate other predictive models of
choice behavior.†

†When evaluating models we report a number that corresponds to 100 times the mean squared er-
ror in predicting the proportion of participants who selected each gamble (MSE × 100). This was the
measure used to evaluate participants in the Choice Prediction Competition. Since the results are ex-
pressed in proportions it would be more appropriate to evaluate log-likelihoods. We have done this for
our models and it does not significantly change the conclusions, so we continue to use MSE × 100 for
consistency with previous research.
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4.2.3 From models to features

CPC15 was intended to evaluate the capacity for a diverse set of modeling approaches to improve on
choice prediction benchmarks. A major finding from the competition, reported by Plonsky et al.
(2017), was that learning a new model from scratch using only objective/raw features is difficult with
small amounts of human data. This was apparent in the extremely poor performance of any model
trained solely on the raw problem descriptions – the best test MSE× 100 for any model with objec-
tive features alone was 5.52, corresponding to an R2 of close to 0. In order to gain traction, Plonsky
et al. (2017) found that by supplementing the objective problem features with the hand-crafted psy-
chological features used to generate the BEAST model’s predictions, they were able to learn a predic-
tive model with a significantly lower test error (MSE× 100 = 0.93). This observation was indepen-
dently confirmed by Noti et al. (2017), who speculated that psychological features may be necessary
in order to learn any sufficiently powerful model of human choice behavior. To investigate this ques-
tion, we next discuss a predictive strategy that operates directly on the problem features and forgoes
the theoretical insight associated with the psychological features of the BEAST model.

4.3 Evaluating the roles of theory and data

4.3.1 A predictive model of choice behavior

Neural networks with one or more nonlinear hidden layers are known to be universal function ap-
proximators (Cybenko, 1989). While even straightforward changes to network architecture may
confer unique (albeit relatively weak) inductive biases, standard feedforward multilayer perceptrons
(MLPs) are known to have significantly higher variance than more domain-specific variants such
as convolutional and recurrent neural networks (LeCun et al., 2015). The advantage of MLPs over
other high-variance methods (e.g., k-nearest neighbor) is that they perform explicit representation
learning as a function of the raw input, allowing for immediate inspection of the learned represen-
tation. We thus chose to use an MLP as an instance of a generic, relatively unconstrained predictive
model.

4.3.2 A bootstrap analysis

Our approach bears some resemblance to bootstrap methods from statistics – a familiar approach
which uses resampling techniques to estimate the properties of a statistical estimator (Cohen, 1992).
However, whereas in bootstrapping approaches one uses samples from an unsupervised model of
the target data to make inferences about the estimator, our method employs a supervised predictive
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model of the target in conjunction with new input features to generate entirely new sample data
(Figure 4.3). The general outline for this approach is as follows: using a small preliminary dataset,
we train a predictive model of human behavior. This model, while likely to only provide a naive es-
timate of the behavioral phenomenon at hand, can be used to generate noisy predictions for human
behavior on a collection of new, unseen problems. Using this method, one can create a significantly
larger synthetic dataset using problems generated so as to provide a more uniform coverage of the
problem space. Once this dataset has been generated, an experimenter can train a new predictive
model, validating its performance against the human data in the earlier preliminary dataset. Track-
ing the prediction error of the model as a function of the size of the synthetic training, can provide
an estimate of the amount of additional training data necessary to achieve reasonable prediction
error on the human data.

4.3.3 Expanding the dataset

In order to compensate for the low bias (and capitalize on the flexibility) of our MLP in comparison
to the BEAST model, the bias-variance tradeoff suggests that we need to use larger training datasets.
One straightforward approach to this problem is to simply collect a large amount of human data. If
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Table 4.1: ModelperformanceonCPC15Experiment3

Model Performance (100 × MSE)

BEAST Model 0.99
CPC 2015 Winning Model 0.88

MLP + Synthetic Data + Tuning 0.83

predictive performance does not increase substantially (and has not yet plateaued), we can continue
to collect samples for as long as performance increases. However, this approach is potentially ex-
tremely costly, and our goal is to explore the impact of data on predictions on a scale that potentially
goes beyond what it is currently feasible to collect.

Instead, we supplemented the original CPC15 data with a collection of synthetic problems gen-
erated using the same problem algorithm as Erev et al. (2017). We provided these new synthetic
problem features to the BEAST model, which produced predictions for human choice behavior
on each block of each new problem. This approach allowed us to artificially increase the size of our
dataset by over two orders of magnitude: from 150 problems to nearly one hundred thousand, cor-
responding to five hundred thousand total observations. We subsequently used this new set of syn-
thetic problems as training and validation data for future models, reserving the original human data
from CPC15 as an array of test sets. Notably, these sets include both human performance on the
“historic” problems from CPC15 Experiment 1 (based on classic results in the field), as well as the
algorithmically-generated problems from Experiments 2 and 3.

4.3.4 Hyperparameter search

We selected hyperparameters for our MLP using a grid search validated on 20% of the expanded
synthetic dataset. We employed a stochastic gradient descent estimator with an adaptive learning
rate (RMSProp) and early stopping, averaging validation error over 10 fits. Weight matrices for all
models were initialized with Glorot uniform initialization (Glorot & Bengio, 2010). The best model
on the expanded synthetic dataset was a 3-layer, 128-node network with ReLU activation functions,
a sigmoid output node, and no dropout.

4.3.5 Fine-tuning on human data

Our model, trained on synthetic data generated by BEAST, approximates one trained on a large
corpus of human data. While this allows us estimate how much actual human data would be useful
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Figure 4.4: Experimentinterfaceforcollectinghumangambleselections.

in training a similar model, it is inherently limited by the predictive power of BEAST. However, one
way of construing our method is that of model transfer, from something interpretable, yet rigid to
something opaque yet flexible. Since our pretrained MLP already contains most of the information
needed to predict human choice behavior, we can use it as a starting point and reduce the amount
of data we would need to train a network from scratch. To demonstrate this, we fine-tuned our best
pretrained MLP (a task that is difficult with a the original, rigid form of the BEAST model) on the
CPC 2015 training set with a learning rate reduced by a factor of 1000. To avoid overfitting to the
task, we perform 5-fold cross-validation to choose the best point of early stopping, and evaluate the
CPC test set (Experiment 3) for each of the five models.

4.3.6 Results

As should be expected, prediction performance improved with more data. Interestingly, there ap-
peared to be a meaningful difference in the complexity between the different CPC15 experiments,
with test error on the historic problems from Experiment 1 requiring significantly larger amounts of
data to converge in comparison to the algorithmically generated problems of Experiment 3 (Figure
4.5). However, the MLP achieved performance equivalent to BEAST relatively quickly on Experi-
ment 3, which was used as the test set for the choice prediction competition.

The results of our simulation also suggest that the entire collection of almost 100,000 synthetic
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problems was not necessary to achieve strong predictive performance on the CPC15 human data. In-
deed, looking at the error curves in Figure 4.5, we see that the test error on the human performance
data from CPC15 begins to level off using only a fraction of the dataset, with the elbow for both Ex-
periment 1 and Experiment 3 achieved using only about 10% of the overall synthetic dataset. This
finding suggests that in order to learn a powerful predictive model in this domain, one need not
collect human data on another 100,000 problems – indeed, only a tenth as many problems may be
sufficient.

These results show that we can achieve performance equivalent to that of models based on psy-
chological features from raw problem features given sufficient data. When we take the resulting
MLP and fine-tune it using the human data from the choice prediction competition, we obtain an
even stronger result: we were able to reliably improve on state-of-the-art predictive performance
without the use of psychological features (Table 4.1). This result confirms that using theory-driven
models can impede production, with a more flexible model capable of discovering regularities in the
data that may have been masked by their constraint to use features suggested by psychological the-
ory. However, given the way that we constructed this model, it also suggests an important role that
theory complete and model development. Pre-training the MLP with BEAST essentially establishes
a “prior” on the weights of the network that instantiates the knowledge encapsulated in this theory-
driven model. Fine-tuning on the data find the final solution that is informed by this prior. The
overall picture, then, is one where theory can play a role in guiding the construction of models, but
as the amount of available data increases the strength of this guidance should decrease according.

Estimating the value of more data

In null-hypothesis statistical testing, power analyses provides a technique for estimating the amount
of data needed in order to reliably detect a hypothesized experimental effect. A similar problem faces
cognitive modelers, who, rather than try to detect the impact of an experimental manipulation, are
interested in better predicting human behavior within a domain. That is, the metric modelers aim to
minimize is no longer the Type II error rate, but the generalization error in predicting a new dataset.
In the modeling domain, the equivalent power analysis problem becomes: how much data is neces-
sary in order to reliably learn a model of human behavior that generalizes well to new datasets? Our
approach permits us to estimate this number using only a small amount of actual human data.
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4.4 Validating the results with human data

The results presented in the previous section were based on the construction of a large synthetic
dataset from the predictions of the BEAST model. Part of the promise of this approach is that it
might help to guide collection of larger datasets from human participants. In order to validate the
predictions of the BEAST model and to ensure our learning curves on the synthetic data correspond
to predictions about the actual amount of human data to collect, we collected human choice pre-
dictions on a random subset of approximately 7,462 synthetic problems using Amazon Mechanical
Turk, being careful to ensure our experiment interface matched the one used for the original CPC15
data (Figure 4.4). We recruited 7,434 participants, each of whom completed 16 problems with feed-
back and 4 with no feedback. Participants were paid $0.75 plus a bonus of 10% of their winnings
from a randomly selected problem. We will focus on the problems with feedback, constituting
119,003 human choices with approximately 16 participants per problem, allowing us to compare
model performance across synthetic and actual datasets.

We trained a MLP on this new human dataset in the same way we originally did for the synthetic
dataset, although we searched for new hyper-parameters for these data. The best network had 2 lay-
ers, 64 nodes, and 0.1 dropout probability. We used 6,000 problems as a training set, holding out
the remainder for validation and test. We compared the MSE for our MLP trained on these 6,000
problems to the error achieved using 6,000 synthetic problems (Figure 4.2). Though the absolute er-
ror of the MLP on the crowd-sourced data is slightly higher than on the synthetic problems, reflect-
ing in large part the additional noise present in the human estimates (proportions of 16 participants
per problem selecting a gamble rather than the continuous output of BEAST), we see that the trend
in error rates are quite similar as a function of dataset size. This result suggests that our synthetic
dataset is a reasonable surrogate for human performance data, and that we should expect to see a
similar decreasing benefit of theory as the size of human datasets increases.

4.4.1 Evaluating learned representations

Given our network’s success at predicting human choice, a natural question is to what degree the
network’s learned representations correspond to the hand-crafted psychological features of BEAST.
To investigate this possibility, we performed a correlation analysis between the activations of each
hidden node in our trained MLP and the BEAST model’s psychological features for each choice
prediction problem (Figure 4.6). In inspecting the layer correlations, we find that at least one psy-
chological feature – SignMax, a feature for indicating whether a positive reward is possible in the
current gamble – appears largely uncorrelated with weights anywhere in the trained MLP, suggest-
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ing that this feature is not directly used during prediction within the network. This finding is in line
with an analysis performed by Plonsky et al. (2017), who found that removing features related to
gamble pessimism (dMins, SignMax, and RatioM ) had a relatively small impact on the overall MSE
achieved using a random forest regressor. Interestingly, however, Plonsky et al. (2017) also found
that Dom, a feature which indicates if one gamble stochastically dominates another, was largely un-
helpful for random forest predictions, while we see that it is highly correlated with the weights in
our network’s final layer, suggesting that it may still provide some valuable insight into decision mak-
ing behavior in the context of other feature transformations.

4.5 Discussion

Modern machine learning techniques in conjunction with internet-scale datasets offer an opportu-
nity to develop powerful predictive models in domains where theoretical insights are sparse or for
which the translation of theory into formal constraints is not straightforward. In the current chap-
ter we explore the value of theory in traditional behavioral prediction and contrast it with recent
successes from machine learning. We summarize our results in the “theory-data tradeoff,” demon-
strating that as data becomes more abundant, the utility of theory as a source of model bias may
diminish in complex domains. We go on to demonstrate this effect in the domain of human choice
prediction, learning a predictive model from raw problem features alone which outperforms the cur-
rent best models based on psychological theory and surpasses current state-of-the-art predictive per-
formance. In order to achieve this performance, we demonstrate that we must significantly expand
the original prediction dataset. We achieved this predictive performance with a relatively shallow
MLP and training time on the order of minutes.

In addition to offering an empirical account of the tradeoff between theory and data in predictive
modeling, we present a method for estimating the amount of human data necessary to achieve a par-
ticular level of predictive accuracy under a data-driven modeling regime. By leveraging an existing
psychological model to generate synthetic human data and testing on a relatively small amount of
human seed data, our approach allows us to minimize the practical costs associated with data col-
lection while still achieving powerful predictive performance. Moreover, such an approach allows
us to empirically estimate the complexity of the behavioral phenomenon being measured – a flavor
analysis which is currently lacking in the behavioral sciences. Indeed, this approach to estimating
the amount of data necessary to learn a good predictive model can be applied in any domain for
which there already exists a reasonable theoretical model, giving an estimate of the feasibility of a
data-driven model.
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4.5.1 Limitations and future directions

While we have shown that error bounds that are compatible with those obtained by models based
on psychological features can be obtained within current data collection methods the number of
participants required is still large – at least an order of magnitude above standard practice in psychol-
ogy. Our methods are simple and general, and it is likely that using more domain-specific dedicated
architectures as was done recently in Hartford et al. (2016) can reduce the sample complexity needed
to achieve state-of-the-art results. Such specialized architectures represent a compromise between
theory-driven and data-driven approaches, with very potentially playing a role in identifying the
kind of structure that may be beneficial in forming predictions. Developing such specialized archi-
tectures for predicting human-decision making is an interesting direction for future research.

A final critique of the current analysis is that it does not replicate the entire synthetic training
curve in Figure 4.5 using real human data. In lieu of this comprehensive analysis, however, we note
that the early correspondence between synthetic and human data in Figure 4.2, in conjunction with
our ability to learn BEAST predictions within a small error-bound bodes well for this correspon-
dence continuing as we continue to collect more human data.

4.5.2 Conclusion

While theory and data are often treated as means to a similar end, placing an emphasis on one or the
other has important consequences for predicting behavior. As we have shown, theory provides an
important source of model bias, permitting researchers to fit interpretable models on small amounts
of data, often at the expense of predictive accuracy. As dataset sizes increase, this source of bias be-
comes less essential for predictive accuracy, allowing researchers to achieve the same or better predic-
tive performance using more flexible modeling techniques operating directly on the raw data.

Due in part to the speed and minimal domain-specific knowledge necessary to use data-driven
modeling approaches, models of this sort have become popular among applied researchers and ma-
chine learning practitioners. It is important to note that, while theory may prove limiting in certain
modeling applications, an ultimate goal for both machine learning and the behavioral sciences is
a predictive model that is both fully interpretable and fully accurate. In this sense, it is a necessity
for researchers to explore both theoretical and data-driven approaches. In the current analysis we
suggest that a data driven approach is, at the very least, an equally useful starting point in the the-
ory development lifecycle. For example, in many cases, the performance of data-driven models can
help to quantify the extent to which a particular phenomenon can be predicted at all. By creating
benchmarks on predictive accuracy, these models in turn provide an important metric along which
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to evaluate existing explanatory theories (Ehrenberg & Bound, 1993). Indeed, this symbiotic relation-
ship between approaches suggests that as behavioral scientists explore a wider swath of models along
the theory-data continuum both theoretical and empirical understanding of behavioral phenomena
are likely to increase.
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5
Conclusion

In the preceding chapters I have attempted to illustrate a few of the ways large datasets and
new online experimental tools might serve the next generation of psychology studies. As with any
new tool, however, the adaptation of these new methods has the potential to change not only the
way in which research is conducted, but also the kinds of questions psychologists ask. In my con-
cluding remarks I discuss what I see as some of the most prominent ways these new tools stand
to impact the field, and close with some general observations about the relationship between new
methods and the study of human cognition.

Embracing unstructured models

A common theme across the case studies in this thesis has been a transition from structured, high-
bias modeling approaches towards less structured, learned models. In many cases, this movement
is made possible by the availability of larger and larger amounts of data on which to evaluate cogni-
tive models: as the size of datasets grow, the amount of structured model bias necessary to achieve
good generalization performance drops. This trend mirrors a similar transition in the machine learn-
ing community where general purpose neural network models trained on enormous datasets have
replaced more structured, specialized machine learning algorithms fit to small datasets.

In a field like psychology where a great premium has been placed on structured representations
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and theoretically-tuned modeling paradigms, a greater role for unstructured models can be contro-
versial. Indeed, unstructured deep learning approaches popular in machine learning are notorious
for sacrificing interpretability for accuracy; a greater role for methods of this sort may seem anath-
ema to the historically explanatory bent of psychology. On closer inspection, however, it seems
more fruitful to consider each approach in terms of its relative strengths and weaknesses, choosing
the right methodology given the constraints of the problem at hand. In particular, structured theo-
retical models are likely to be superior for well-studied domains with large amounts of high-quality,
well stratified human data. In contrast, unstructured learning approaches are one of the few tools
available to researchers interested in “breaking in” to new domains where theoretical insights are
forthcoming, or for which the translation of theory into formal constraints is not straightforward.

Expanding the scope of modeling approaches to make room for models with less structure also
represents a philosophical shift in the purpose of cognitive modeling broadly. In the next section I
expand on this point, emphasizing ways that predictive modeling techniques can provide a valuable
supplement to existing explanatory approaches.

A greater role for prediction

The movement towards less structured modeling paradigms also suggests a more philosophical shift
in the aims of model-building in psychology. Traditional theory-based models rely on hand-tuned,
structured representations within highly constrained models to generate their explanations. Ap-
proaches of this sort place a strong premium on providing coherent descriptions of the psychologi-
cal principles underlying a behavioral phenomena, with less emphasis on the predictive power these
models provide on new data. These explanatory approaches can be contrasted with the predictive
framework employed in many less structured machine learning tools (James et al., 2013), where ex-
planations are considered useful only insofar as they allow modelers to achieve better predictive
accuracy on new data.

It is certainly true that predicting behavior is a very different modeling objective than explain-
ing the processes that drive it. However, as the modeling pendulum swings back towards predictive
approaches, it is important to recognize ways in which explanatory and predictive models can rein-
force one another. Shmueli (2010) describes six roles for predictive models within larger explanatory
frameworks:

1. Exploratory analysis. The massive datasets that are facilitating the transition towards
more predictive modeling often contain complex relationships that are difficult to anticipate,
especially in cases where the existing domain theories exclude newly measurable constructs.
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Using predictive modeling in such contexts can help to uncover new patterns in a dataset and
lead researchers to arrive at new explanatory hypotheses.

2. Evaluating experimental constructs. Predictive modeling can be used as an ex-
ploratory method for uncovering new experimental measures and/or to compare between
different operationalizations of theoretical construct(s).

3. Capturing complex relationships. Predictive modeling can suggest improvements to
existing explanatory models by capturing complex patterns and relationships that might be
missed in a purely theory-driven modeling paradigm.

4. Reality checking. In many practical circumstances, the ability to make predictions about
the future is paramount. In these circumstances, predictive models enable researchers to
measure the degree to which theory and practice align, thereby serving as a “reality check” to
the relevance of theoretical insight in practice.

5. Evaluability. Predictive models are valuable also due to the ease with which they can be
evaluated: either a model makes accurate predictions or it does not. In both cases, this conclu-
sion is immediately evident from the model’s performance. In contrast, theory-based explana-
tory accounts can never be truly confirmed, and are often (more) difficult to contradict.

6. Benchmarking. Predictive models provide researchers the opportunity to explicitly bench-
mark the extent to which a given phenomenon can be predicted at all. This knowledge can
subsequently be used as a way of evaluating the quality of a corresponding explanatory
model of the domain. For example, a theory of a phenomenon with a low absolute pre-
dictability (as measured by an unstructured predictive modeling approach) would be ex-
pected to account for significantly less of the variance than a theory of a highly predictable
phenomenon. In a similar vein, an explanatory theory which achieves accuracy close to the
predictive benchmark is likely to only be able to be marginally improved, while a theory in a
domain with a large gap between the explanatory model and a predictive benchmark suggests
the possibility that major theoretical improvements are still possible.

It thus seems that a greater role for prediction in psychology does not pose an existential threat
to the explanatory focus of the field. Indeed, far from being simply an engineering or statistical feat,
better predictive models play an important role in theory development and evaluation. It is exciting
to see these approaches become more commonplace as online datasets and data collection methods
continue to expand the amount of high-quality behavioral data available to researchers.
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Greater correspondence between psychology and machine learning

As psychology moves to adopt the data collection and experimental design tools afforded by web
technologies, the correspondence between traditional artificial intelligence research and cognitive
modeling is likely to also increase. The early stages of this alignment are already evident: psycholo-
gists are beginning to regularly apply machine learning models to tackle difficult statistical problems
in the field (e. g., Yarkoni & Westfall, 2017; Hofman et al., 2017; Rosenfeld & Kraus, 2018), while
machine learning researchers are beginning to embrace psychological methods for evaluating the
capacities of their artificial agents (e. g., Leibo et al., 2018; Ritter et al., 2017; Zoran et al., 2015; Good-
fellow et al., 2009). This correspondence is an exciting prospect: while both fields engage with the
formalization and modeling of intelligence, the differences in experimental methods and evaluation
metrics have posed a significant hurdle for researchers interested in bridging the gap. As psychol-
ogists expand their analyses to noisier datasets and include low-bias, high-entropy models in their
modeling toolkits, the overlap both in methodology and modeling perspectives between cognitive
psychology and artificial intelligence is likely to expand.

Conclusion

In this thesis I have attempted to demonstrate the impact new experimental methods facilitated by
online data collection and analysis tools afford experimental psychologists. In Chapter 2 I detailed
a study in which a novel application of crowd-sourcing tools allowed us to expand a standard cog-
nitive modeling task and investigate questions which have been traditionally difficult to capture
using in-lab tools. In Chapter 3 I outlined an example of how the massive online datasets tradition-
ally used in machine learning can be used to develop and evaluate cognitive models that have tra-
ditionally only been evaluated on small, relatively contrived in-lab datasets. Finally, in Chapter 4
I explored the relationship between data abundance and model structure, demonstrating that as
researchers embrace the larger datasets often generated using online data collection methods, the
role of model structure becomes less important and a new class of low-bias, high-variance predictive
models can be employed.

Each case study detailed in this thesis was selected because it engages with a major facet of the
changes online tools bring to traditional research pipelines in psychology. Indeed, the transition
towards larger, noisier, and more naturalistic datasets, the utilization of unstructured modeling ap-
proaches, and a stronger emphasis on prediction are three major themes of recent approaches to
cognitive modeling and data collection using online tools. However, as the field continues to explore
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the possibilities afforded by these new tools, it is likely that these general themes will themselves
evolve in new and unexpected ways. Indeed, as psychology moves into the internet age the field is
poised for a methodological revolution, where web tools allow for new questions and more sophis-
ticated methods to be utilized to shed light on many of the age-old questions that have engaged
researchers since Wundt first built his laboratory. Now is truly an exciting time to be a psychologist.
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A
Solution rates on online data

Question Answer Source
Source

Accuracy

Online

Accuracy

Subjects

(Online)

CREAM SKATE WATER ICE BOWDEN 0.90 0.89 45
AGE MILE SAND STONE BOWDEN 0.44 0.50 32
DUCK FOLD DOLLAR BILL BOWDEN 0.92 0.68 44
PRINT BERRY BIRD BLUE SMITH, BOWDEN 0.73, 0.77 0.60 40
DUST CEREAL FISH BOWL SMITH, BOWDEN 0.75, 0.49 0.50 42
BACK STEP SCREEN DOOR BOWDEN 0.33 0.37 38
PALM SHOE HOUSE TREE BOWDEN 0.51 0.58 33
FOUL GROUND MATE PLAY BOWDEN 0.46 0.26 39
BABY SPRING CAP SHOWER BOWDEN 0.28 0.20 35
AID RUBBER WAGON BAND BOWDEN 0.69 0.72 46
ILLNESS BUS COMPUTER TERMINAL GUPTA, BOWDEN 0.02, 0.18 0.09 33
MOUSE BEAR SAND TRAP GUPTA, BOWDEN 0.24, 0.72 0.51 41
MATE SHOES TOTAL RUNNING BOWDEN 0.10 0.21 33
WISE WORK TOWER CLOCK BOWDEN 0.13 0.38 34
TAIL WATER FLOOD GATE BOWDEN 0.36 0.34 38
NUCLEAR FEUD ALBUM FAMILY BOWDEN 0.85 0.54 39
HIGH BOOK SOUR NOTE SMITH 0.11 0.22 32
FUR RACK TAIL COAT GUPTA, BOWDEN 0.42, 0.79 0.63 41
LOSER THROAT SPOT SORE BOWDEN 0.82 0.83 95
GRASS KING MEAT CRAB BOWDEN 0.23 0.19 27
SILK CREAM EVEN SMOOTH GUPTA 0.24 0.22 27
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Question Answer Source
Source

Accuracy

Online

Accuracy

Subjects

(Online)

DRESS DIAL FLOWER SUN BOWDEN 0.51 0.48 33
ZONE STILL NOISE QUIET GUPTA 0.23 0.28 29
RIVER NOTE ACCOUNT BANK GUPTA, BOWDEN 0.33, 0.79 0.64 36
TYPE GHOST SCREEN WRITER BOWDEN 0.54 0.48 29
COIN QUICK SPOON SILVER SMITH 0.5 0.63 32
PIKE COAT SIGNAL TURN SMITH, BOWDEN 0.43, 0.64 0.57 30
STRIKE SAME TENNIS MATCH SMITH 0.39 0.32 31
BREAK BEAN CAKE COFFEE BOWDEN 0.33 0.46 26
CATCHER FOOD HOT DOG BOWDEN 0.46 0.47 30
KNIFE LIGHT PAL PEN BOWDEN 0.62 0.47 30
TEETH ARREST START FALSE BOWDEN 0.44 0.39 23
FIGHT CONTROL MACHINE GUN BOWDEN 0.28 0.32 22
ANIMAL BACK RAT PACK GUPTA, BOWDEN 0.17, 0.49 0.65 31
DOWN QUESTION CHECK MARK BOWDEN 0.54 0.55 33
WORM SHELF END BOOK BOWDEN 0.85 0.86 37
MASTER TOSS FINGER RING GUPTA, BOWDEN 0.28, 0.51 0.45 31
HOUSE THUMB PEPPER GREEN BOWDEN 0.49 0.50 30
JURY DOOR SIDE PANEL GUPTA 0.02 0.19 31
IRON SHOVEL ENGINE STEAM BOWDEN 0.49 0.37 30
FRENCH CAR SHOE HORN GUPTA, BOWDEN 0.15, 0.69 0.28 40
READING SERVICE STICK LIP BOWDEN 0.1 0.06 35
MAGIC PLUSH FLOOR CARPET GUPTA 0.30, 0.28 0.41 41
HOUND PRESSURE SHOT BLOOD SMITH, BOWDEN 0.59, 0.72 0.35 49
THREAD PINE PAIN NEEDLE GUPTA 0.35, 0.60 0.74 47
MAIL BOARD LUNG BLACK SMITH, BOWDEN 0.27, 0.18 0.09 44
WAY BOARD SLEEP WALK BOWDEN 0.64 0.25 40
TOMATO CEMENT TOOTH PASTE GUPTA 0.21 0.52 42
SPOON CLOTH CARD TABLE BOWDEN 0.26 0.32 41
FISH MINE RUSH GOLD BOWDEN 0.74 0.57 46
DEW COMB BEE HONEY GUPTA, BOWDEN 0.80, 1.00 0.84 49
PROPERTY MORAL PRICE VALUE GUPTA 0.20 0.05 44
WIDOW BITE MONKEY SPIDER GUPTA, SMITH 0.50, 0.63 0.60 52
OPERA HAND DISH SOAP BOWDEN 0.62 0.67 48
FORK DARK MAN PITCH BOWDEN 0.18 0.19 36
HOME ARM ROOM REST BOWDEN 0.21 0.13 38
BUMP EGG STEP GOOSE SMITH 0.09 0.13 40
FORWARD FLUSH RAZOR STRAIGHT GUPTA, BOWDEN 0.02, 0.05 0.13 46
RAIN TEST STOMACH ACID BOWDEN 0.31 0.28 39
OFF TRUMPET ATOMIC BLAST GUPTA 0.60, 0.03 0.21 42
SPEAK MONEY STREET EASY SMITH 0.45, 0.27 0.52 44
HOME SEA BED SICK BOWDEN 0.10 0.42 43
MAN GLUE STAR SUPER GUPTA, BOWDEN 0.12, 0.41 0.38 37
CRY FRONT SHIP BATTLE BOWDEN 0.18 0.29 38

Continued on next page
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Question Answer Source
Source

Accuracy

Online

Accuracy

Subjects

(Online)

DOLLAR STOP LANGUAGE SIGN GUPTA 0.39 0.85 47
ROPE TRUCK LINE TOW BOWDEN 0.21 0.24 45
CAT NUMBER PHONE CALL BOWDEN 0.54 0.63 49
LOUNGE HOUR NAPKIN COCKTAIL BOWDEN 0.10 0.26 39
OVER PLANT HORSE POWER BOWDEN 0.10 0.19 37
SHOCK SHAVE TASTE AFTER BOWDEN 0.31 0.41 37
BROKEN CLEAR EYE GLASS GUPTA, SMITH 0.67, 0.48 0.65 51
BUG DRILL HELL FIRE GUPTA 0.06 0.29 42
PEACH ARM TAR PIT GUPTA, BOWDEN 0.36, 0.67 0.56 43
SAGE PAINT HAIR BRUSH GUPTA, BOWDEN 0.17, 0.69 0.49 45
EIGHT SKATE STICK FIGURE BOWDEN 0.59 0.68 38
NIGHT WRIST STOP WATCH BOWDEN 0.97 0.86 57
CAST SIDE JUMP BROAD BOWDEN 0.05 0.12 41
HUNGRY ORDER BELT MONEY BOWDEN 0.00 0.17 36
CONTROL PLACE RATE BIRTH BOWDEN 0.14 0.19 31
WAY GROUND WEATHER FAIR BOWDEN 0.10 0.08 38
LINE FRUIT DRUNK PUNCH BOWDEN 0.10 0.38 37
TIME HAIR STRETCH LONG SMITH 0.32 0.17 87
WAGON BREAK RADIO STATION SMITH, BOWDEN 0.59, 0.51 0.28 46
PIE LUCK BELLY POT BOWDEN 0.44 0.60 45
MILL TOOTH DUST SAW BOWDEN 0.51 0.35 49
BOOT SUMMER GROUND CAMP BOWDEN 0.54 0.76 49
PET BOTTOM GARDEN ROCK BOWDEN 0.19 0.35 34
ROLL BEAN FISH JELLY BOWDEN 0.26 0.26 39
CHAMBER MASK NATURAL GAS BOWDEN 0.44 0.52 42
ROCK TIMES STEEL HARD GUPTA 0.45 0.38 45
BARREL ROOT BELLY BEER GUPTA 0.50 0.78 50
COTTON BATHTUB TONIC GIN GUPTA 0.11 0.32 82
TANK HILL SECRET TOP GUPTA, BOWDEN 0.20, 0.38 0.50 44
WATER TOBACCO STOVE PIPE SMITH 0.23 0.43 46
TOOTH POTATO HEART SWEET SMITH, BOWDEN 0.14, 0.28 0.36 42
SHOW LIFE ROW BOAT GUPTA, BOWDEN 0.41, 0.79 0.58 101
RIGHT CAT CARBON COPY BOWDEN 0.46 0.29 34
TEST RUNNER MAP ROAD GUPTA, BOWDEN 0.10, 0.44 0.34 35
FLOWER FRIEND SCOUT GIRL GUPTA, BOWDEN 0.48, 0.67 0.49 51
SURPRISE WRAP CARE GIFT GUPTA 0.55, 0.26 0.38 48
BUMP THROAT SUM LUMP GUPTA 0.25, 0.04 0.29 41
HOLD PRINT STOOL FOOT BOWDEN 0.41 0.24 41
OIL BAR TUNA SALAD BOWDEN 0.41 0.08 48
SET PROGRAM CABLE TELEVISION GUPTA 0.65 0.71 24
LIFT CARD MASK FACE SMITH, BOWDEN 0.43, 0.33 0.50 44
COVER ARM WEAR UNDER BOWDEN 0.36 0.18 40
BOARD BLADE BACK SWITCH BOWDEN 0.29 0.24 37

Continued on next page
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Accuracy

Online

Accuracy

Subjects

(Online)

BOTTOM CURVE HOP BELL BOWDEN 0.46 0.40 45
CARPET ALERT INK RED BOWDEN 0.59 0.56 45
DATE ALLEY FOLD BLIND SMITH, BOWDEN 0.59, 0.85 0.38 90
OFFICE MAIL HAT BOX GUPTA, BOWDEN 0.13, 0.21 0.37 41
PILE MARKET ROOM STOCK GUPTA, BOWDEN 0.34, 0.44 0.35 85
DREAM BREAK LIGHT DAY BOWDEN 0.56 0.61 49
DIVE LIGHT ROCKET SKY BOWDEN 0.21 0.28 47
BASKET EIGHT SNOW BALL BOWDEN 0.72 0.74 47
SANDWICH HOUSE GOLF CLUB GUPTA, BOWDEN 0.39, 0.82 0.61 49
NOTE CHAIN MASTER KEY BOWDEN 0.26 0.34 50
FLAG VAULT FISHING POLE GUPTA 0.58 0.81 57
HORSE HUMAN DRAG RACE GUPTA, BOWDEN 0.53, 0.56 0.65 43
OFF MILITARY FIRST BASE BOWDEN 0.31 0.26 38
GUY RAIN DOWN FALL BOWDEN 0.41 0.44 39
PINE CRAB SAUCE APPLE SMITH, BOWDEN 0.30, 0.33 0.23 84
PLAYING CREDIT REPORT CARD GUPTA 0.67 0.79 53
LINE PATROL TOWN BORDER GUPTA 0.06 0.07 46
CUT CREAM WAR COLD BOWDEN 0.31 0.33 39
CROSS RAIN TIE BOW GUPTA, BOWDEN 0.39, 0.46 0.56 45
MEASURE WORM VIDEO TAPE BOWDEN 0.87 0.52 48
CHOCOLATE FORTUNE TIN COOKIE GUPTA, SMITH 0.52, 0.86 0.65 48
CHEST CAR STORE TOY SMITH 0.13 0.08 37
SHADOW CHART DROP EYE BOWDEN 0.15 0.08 37
SAFETY CUSHION POINT PIN GUPTA, SMITH, BOWDEN 0.48, 0.75, 0.74 0.52 50
FENCE CARD MASTER POST BOWDEN 0.13 0.17 66
FORCE LINE MAIL AIR BOWDEN 0.28 0.29 41
LIGHT BIRTHDAY STICK CANDLE GUPTA, BOWDEN 0.74, 0.46 0.85 52
DEMON LIMIT WAY SPEED SMITH 0.48 0.34 38
MOUTH BIKE OIL MOTOR GUPTA 0.11 0.30 37
WET LAW BUSINESS SUIT BOWDEN 0.59 0.27 37
WHEEL HAND SHOPPING CART GUPTA, BOWDEN 0.47, 0.49 0.60 50
KEG PUFF ROOM POWDER BOWDEN 0.62 0.20 45
DUE LIFE TENSE PAST SMITH 0.43 0.21 43
BLANK LIST MAKE CHECK BOWDEN 0.51 0.09 43
CRACKER UNION RABBIT JACK GUPTA 0.39 0.52 44
FOOD FORWARD BREAK FAST BOWDEN 0.82 0.63 46
TRIP HOUSE GOAL FIELD BOWDEN 0.13 0.16 43
LAND HAND HOUSE FARM SMITH, BOWDEN 0.11, 0.00 0.12 41
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